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Bruee Nicl"rolls

Quanta's QL 2000 meeting will be the biggest event this year for the
Qt-, if you are attending the show, it is a lirne lo put faces to the names
we read/speak about. A report on what a Quanta/Q{- meeting is like is

given by Darren Branagh in this issue A full report frorn the QL 20C0
meeting, no doubt, will be in the next issue and I hope the two day
event will be a turning point in deciding the support we grve the QL for
the future

Several long running projects are now nearing compleiion and should
be demonstrated at the show these include the much anticipated TCP/
lP software to allow an ordinary QL{lf there is such a thing) to interact
easily with the outside world including email and www browsing Jon
Dent, who is doing the development, recently sent the first ever email
from a black box QL to the outside world more details are given in the
news section The colour drivers are being used on the QXL and Q40
and with the new QPC2 soon to be released development of software
to explort them is happening as detailed in this issue, One unexpecied
new development from Richard Zidlicky is the availability of GCC (GNU

C Compiler) for the cross compilation of programs for QDOS Thrs

could make the porting of C programs frorn other operating systems an

easier task

ln this issue Norman Dunbar gives us full details of his new-shock- hor'
ror- wrndows program, no this magazrne isn't about to change rt's name
to Windows lbday, it is just a very useful program for those of us stuck
when we need to read some Quill documentation but are without any

means of using a QL or
emulator and have a PC in
front of us, What I will say is

don't put the icon lor the
program in a prominent
place or you may get some
very strange looks

My thanks go out to all our
regular band of authors for
this issue and hope you find
it informative

Finally congratulations are

due to Dilwyn Jones on his

nnarriage together with his

well earned rest from the

QL I would also like to
thank him, on behalf of all

QL Today readers, for the
time he spends on QL
Today to rnake it a realrty
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&
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E
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"F{rnm, it seenns the civilisation died out becaerse
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First QL TCP/ lF Ernail Sent
Jonathan Dent has sent the very frrst ICP/IP
[mail trom a QL system A,urora SGC with
superHermes,

Ortginal Message-----
From: jondent4@rnythen.eh

lmailto: j ondent4@rnythen. chl
Sent: Thursday, August 17, 2000 8:28 PM Subject:
Tbis is a test mail
Regards
Jonathan

Jonathan is currently writing the documentation
for the implernentation and followrng is a sunn
rnary of his implementation:
The f unction soqlStartup0 uses a private
TRAPU3 driver to let the main TCP/IP job know
that a job {user program) is about to use TCP/IP
via the soqllibrary soqlStartup$ passes a pointer
io a soqllink-t object as a parameter with the
io.open call and suspends the 1ob until the main
TCP/IP job has completed the rnrtialisation of the
objeci. The main TCP/IP job can restart the user
program because soqlStartupfl put the job num
ber rn the object previously.
After this soqlStartupfl does an io close and all

{urther communicaiion uses the soqlLink_t ob
ject The rest 0f the soqlLibrary functions use the
soqllink-t object to access code in the main
TCP/lP job and can where necessary initiate
actrons from the main TCP/lP lob. An example of
this is the local DNS resolution Any synchro
nisation which is necessary can be done by the
rnain TCP/lP job suspending and releasing the
user program.
The main TCP/IP job also deals (in the present
version) with sending data to the lnternet Ano
ther job deals with receiving data This is linked
io the main TCP/IP lob in a similar way to user
programs Further jobs can be linked in for fr"rture

enhancernents such as PPP and a DNS resolver

Congratulations go to Jonaihan for making this a

reaiiiy

PRCGS has movad
The new address is

frlechelbaan 344
2580 Futte
Belgium

New telephone number will be +32 15 22 23 26,
but not connected yet. He can always be reached
by email {PRCIG$@triathlong8"eorn) or mobile
+32 496 250345

Quanta f',jews
We are delighted to announce the reformation of
the Fast Angiian sub group of Quanla
It will meet on the 2nd Sunday of the month in

central Norwich. The mEetings start at 2pm and
end at 6pm, or earlier if we prefer
At {irst, while attendance is building up, the mee
tings will be at a house at 21 Rowington Road
Norwich, it is hoped that meetings can move to a

local room/hall Rowington Road is behind the
Grove Road shops, which is near Sainsburys on
Queens Road. Rowington Road is also near the
Bus station and St Stephen's Street
The first meeting will be Sunday the 10th of
September 2000.
Contact: larquin Mills 01603 4i0399

First QL {sr":ccessor) witlr Etharnct
suppart
Claus Graf and Richard Zidlicky report that the
Q40 using Linux now supports some hardware
ethernet cards directly This allows the Q40 to be
part of lntranets and so on. Richard and Claus
have tested ethernet based networks with Q40
PC and Apple Macintosh and have been able to
browse W3 pages, downloaded software via ttp
and use telnet sessions, {or example (Q40 as
web , ftp server) All this is possible with the new
Q40 Linux kernel 226'2 SMSQ/I driver is not
available {yet?).
More on the Q40 and [thernet adapters can be
found at http:l/www.q40.de

RWAP Softwara - latest flews
Our apologies to anyone hoping to see us at the
QL 2000 show [Portsmouth) continued ill health
makes it highly unlikely that we will be able to
attend. Please note that overseas customers can
now update their software by sending the original
disks plus 3 lRCs per program. UK users need to
send f 1 plus the original drsk.

QL Genealogist has now been updated to v3 26
This is to cope with one minor bug which has
been {ound. HoweveI users of this version will

find that it is now much easier to Change the
parents and spouse details for any given
individual We are looking at improving the DIX
program any suggestions would be appreciated.
QL Cosmos has now been updated to v2 03
which overcomes the fact that v2 02 did not work
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on all SMSQ/E versions
One or two people have commented that QL
Cash Trader does not work under ShISQ/t. This
is possible under v3.7 provided that you have al
least SMSQlE v298 this is due to a disastrous
bug in the SMSQ/[ rnachine code vector conver
sion rouiines.
We have now released lmage D {cost i10) a
program to allow you to create three dimensional
vrews of objects including hidden line, shading
and wireframe techniques. Perspective and mag
nifrcation can be controlled and multiple objecis
de{ined ancl posrtionecj reiaiive to each other:
Rich [/ellor

Web-Naws arld Updates
Norman Dunbar is collecting documentation on
the inner working of QDOS and is publishing
them on his web srte:-

http ://www" E u n bar"cwc. n et/q dos/q d os. [:tm I

Thierry Godfrey wrote:
For those who didn't notice yet, some new and
updated sottware is available from my Web site
( http:/lqdos.cjb.net/english/download"html).
1. New'

libmcrypt v0.1.0, a strong cypher algorithms libra-
ry for C6B
libmhash v0 8 2, hash functions library for C68

2 Updated
MicToEMACS v4 00 {08/08/00 release)' better
tags handling
ctags v4.0 3a' this tags file generator now un

derstands S*BASIC and SSB (Structured Super
BASIC' hi Tim I ;)
(bug fix): Frlelnfo ll v3 41

My Web site is also undergoing a massive update.

While doing the layout, more news arrived:
Thierry Godfrey has released a new MicroFlMACS
version {13/09/00) which is available frornr his
web site ai http:l/q dos.cjb"net/down load. htrm$

The changes are,
- Added the vertical scroll bar

There is no more scroen flicker when moving
arourrd using the page/line up/down loose
items,
Added the missing "arrow down' character into
the italic font
Added the ,UNDO' (or ,PAUSE for QXL+

SMSQ/f v2 9B+) key binding
- Changed the patch level to 06 into the "about"

menu (l forgot to do so on 08/08100 l)

Dilwyn Jones wrot€:
I have now added an update {v3 05k) to Mark
Knight s version of Ediior 2000 onto my Web site
This fixes a bug which could crash some sys-
tems due to the release of Turbo used to compile
rt, according to Mark. He has also sent me a new
version of Heartbeat (v3.0i) for inclusron on the
sanre page.
lve also added Norman Dunbar's latest mrnor up
date to Winback v2.22 whtch now includes a note
concerning the use of Joinfile on SMSQ/I to
restore and roin together large files backed up
acr0ss several floppy floppy disks Norman s
Black Hole device driver is also there, and the QL
Net lrnks page includes the link to Norman s new
QDOS website
Meanwhile, Darren Branagh's QL Windows
Screen Saver has been added, This is a Windoze
screen saver program with a QL feel basically,
he has "stolen" sorne QL pictures trom my web-
site io make a screen saver for \tVindoze which
displays pictures of Super Gold Cards, Qubides
QLs etc (makes my PC look much betterlll)
Beware though, it has a picture of Darren in it
somewhere. lf anyone does download this 1.4M8
file, can you let me know if it works, as I had

s0me, er[ fun creating the selt-extracting zip lile
and lm not sure if it works on all PCs or just mine!

Dilwyn Jones
di lwyn.jones@dj.softnet. co. u $r

http :/lv,mw"sof t" n et. u k/d j/i n dex. htm I

"iust V/orCs! - Style-Check
I have made some additions to the Style Check
data base. The new style-dbf file (9K) can be
downloaded trom my web page.

http://rnern bers"tripod.co. u k/geoffwicks/
justwords"htm
Happy checkingl Geoff Wicks
geoffwicks@hotmai l.com

Dorren Branagh reports 0n
FreeDCS compatible withr QPe X

The following came about a{ter the London
Show when Roy Wood actually had to lower
himself to buying a copy of MS-DOS 6.22 I was
sellrng for a fiver on rny Q CILT Stand, as he

needed it to inslall QPC for a customer!
I thought that there must be some way of using
QPC without Bill Gates benefitting and there is,

its called FreeDOSl
It is a totally free, completely rewritten 1000i0 com
patible DOS clone, that has nothing io do with

hw QL fadep



Microsoft you can download it at'
www.freedos.org
And I've tested QPC1 on it over the last 3 or 4
days, and although still a beta 5 version, it has
worked flawlessly - although disk access rs a

Irttle slow
darrenbranag h@hotmai[.conr

Richard Zidlicky
reports that he has succeded rn using gcc {a
common unrx/linux c compiler) to crosscompile
for QDOS He has diffs to gcc-2 951 core to
produce a crosscompiler tor qdos. lt works well
enough to compile a working versron of cOB. lt
uses c6B libs, as68 and linker
For more rnformation coniact
Richard.Zidlicky@stud. inforrnatik.r.ln i-erlangen.de

TF Services
New from TF Services is Compswitch lt is a

4-way UK trailing socket with a 2m lead From first
appearances it looks like a standard exlension
socket until you look at the side.
One socket nearest the cable rs marked
'Computer' and the other three are rnarked
'Switched' A current taking device (computer:

light, hifi etc) is plugged into the 'Computer'

socket The remaining 3 sockets then mimic the
on/oft state of this control device ie switch on
the'computer' and the remaining devices {sound
system, scanner monitor: modem etc) switch on,
together with an LED
When the 'computer' switches off then all the
other devices switch off,
This can be used with a QL with a switch in its
power line, assuming the wall switch is inconve
nient.
It can also be used with a QL in a tower case, so
that the main case switch acts as a rnaster
switch lt can also be used with current IBM ATX
computers, which have a soft power-down. ln

this case switch off is automatrc when the com
puter powers down. lt can also be used with
room lights that are connected to the ring main,

or 'real' hi{i systems, where all components are
separate.
The only limitation is ihat the 'computer' must not
take more than 500 watts, and total switched
capacity must not exceed 100 watts.
It is not suitable for computers than have a low
current consumpiion -ie laptops.
Cost is [24 inclusive

New Garne
Jerome Grimbert was busy again. He writes'

I now have a Q*Bert game in high colour for my

Q40 in 1024x512 {it should also work with GD2
256 colours) but this is not tested)
Avarlable at: http://grimbert.ejb.netl
It is about 40K zip igive you a 600 K program)

The text file is an old one made for mode B.

Dornains for sale
Ludovico Camarda has the tollowing domains for
sale:

SinclairQl-.com
SinclairQL.net
SinclairQL.org

The relatrve "under constructron" pages are al-

ready on line. Feel f ree to make an offer if you are
rnterested.
You can reach Ludovico via email:
lcamarda@esoc"esa.de

Editor, We suggest that, before you make an offer:
you better make sure that the Name SinclairQl is

free from any copyrights so that you don't end
up in a situation where you paid for the domain
and are forced by the copyrrght holder to return
ihe domain to him These things have happened
several times in the past it is fairly unlikely that
any 'Sinclair" or "QL" copyright hclder would
complain, but the possibility exists

AAore MicroFnnacs
Just 12 hours before QL Today will be going to
the printer: Thierry informed us about even m0re
changes to Micro[macs. There are too many

details to lrst in the remainrng two lines but il
youtakee a look at his website, you'll quickly find
out what's new

f{elpline
Q, I have a Falkenburg hard disk system on my
tower cased QL system, When I try to DILETI a

file, it tells me it deleted the file OK, in fact DIR

WlNl* seems to imply it has been deleted, but
the next time I switch on the QL it says the iile is
still there. What is wrong with the system?
A. These hard disk systems have a WIN-FLUSH
command to force file operations to be written
out to disk What is happening is that the file is
being deleted fronn the slave blocks in memory
but the changes not written back to the hard
disk immedrately. ll you issue a WIN-FLUSH
command before switching o{f or resetting the

QL this will force the deletion to be written to the
hard disk itself and fix the problem

6 &L Fodcp w



Trnder travel expeniamees
Tony Flrshnnan

Croatian QL Show
epilogua

You may remember the Croa
tian QL show almost two years
ago now. You almost certainly
though will not have partrcipa-
lecj because rr was rn a very
small room, so we had to turn
away most of the 500 visitors

1,grin,).
On the way Roy Wood driving
my ca[ had a horrific accident
on black ice in Belgium My in-

sLrrance company refused to
pay out as they said the follow
ing clauses actually said no-
one except me could drrve my
car on business,
Entitled to drive: Folicyholder
and any other persons with
policyholders permission
[-irnitations as to use: Folicy-
holder 0n personal business
(and other non relevant legal
jargon)"

Does no-one except me hate
that 'persons' word what is

wrong with'people'?
I had asked my broker for any
drivers as I need to share driv
ing when going to shows on
business. Bishopsgate lnsu-
rance (now Fortis) said that this
actually meant only I was al-
lowed to drive rny car on busi-
ness. My wife Sarah has
exactly the same clause and
she read it thal she was in

sured for other drrvers on busi-
nac c

I suspect any person who uses
therr own car on company busi
ness has a sirlilar clause.
Well Bishopsgate refused to
pay I had to pay the costs of
the claim, approaching t2000 I

was extremely lucky that we
had not ploughed into an army
o{ holiday makers
We hit the crash barrier at

about 65mph, and then got hit
broadside by a 40 ton trailer
truck going at speed Such is
the strength of my cat that we
then did a 2000 mile round trip
without further incident (Well

other than Roy destroying a

wheel rim in a 1 mph broadside
into the kerb)
I repaired the car myself, and
saved a great deal of money
by stripping it and re-assemb-
ling I aiso got a complete doo/
mirror for t90, saving about
[400 on the new prices. I used
an amazing scrap yard in

Aylesbury. I really enjoy moun
taneering over piles of rusty
heaps i1 is amazing what you
find. However this 'scrap yard'
is a glossy parts shop with bar
codes, computers, tree base-
ball caps and coin in the slot
cotfee! Now only l0 year old
Volvos just don't happen in

scrap yards. The newest I could
{ind elsewhere in my model
range was 16 years old- only 1

year after they introduced the
model. However you can but
try ln a weak voice, I stammer
"You don t happen to have a
nearside door and electric
wing mirror for a 1990 Volvo
144 GLE do you"? "What

colour" was the reply, after a

millisecond of typing into the
terminal. Drat, they don't have
my colour They sold me an

identical door trom a 12 year
old Volvo in perfect condition. lt
seemed churlish to complain
that it was blue and had no
heated mirror Things were
looking up
With the lhird party cost a

lorry with severe bodywork
damage I had to fork out over
t1500, and I still hadn't replaced
the wheel rim and the da-
maged tailgate trim
I then took Bishopsgate to our

insurance ornbudsman. Now as
you all know, it is a well known
fact cf life that the individual
stands no chance against the
might of the insurance compa-
nies. Well that was the case in
"Life before Superombudsman"
After only 18 rnonths oi delibe
ration they found in my favour
plus interest. They said, that
they knew what the certificate
meant to underwriters, and that
it was very common on cer-
tificates. However they under
stood how I did not realise that
'use' meant 'driving'. I conten
ded I was 'usrng the car and
Roy was 'driving' Bishopsgate
make a great play of how lheir
policy documents have won
Plain English Awards. However
the only mention of business is
on the certificate of insurance
the document drawn up by
lawyers.
My vrctory will mean that the
insurance industry in the UK will
have to change their certifi
cates, and will mean many
people can make retrospective
claims.
It is good to have such a posi

tive result after going all the
way to Croatia and back
through the worst December
weather for 50 years to sell
one keyboard membrane and
lose most of rny stock in the
Belgium ice.

Bishopsgate though got a final
stab in the back They have
only paid half the cost of the
wheel rim and tailgate tirm

{t200) and refuse to compen
sate me for the 1700 I saved
them by geiting the door and
preparrng/re-fitting the car:

Watch for developments rn the
press......

QL Shows
The few traders left in the QL
scene make quite an effort to
get to shows, and often orga
nise them.
By the time you read this, Roy

8[- f,adcy 7w



Wood and I will have flown to
Itay for the Reggio Emilia show
and Jochen will have driven
frorn Germany.
All the furopean shows/work
shops we attend are free, and
we also direct mail people on
our database.
It is pretty depressing how few
of you though take the lrouble
to come. We really enjoy the
shows, and ii is always a good
get toge{her We often eat
a{terwards at a local restaurant.

We have even been known to
visit bars occasionally " only to
be sociable I hasten to add.
The QL more than any other
computer I have known, past
and present, is a very sociable
machine. Most people we meet
arc very attached to their ma
chines, especially those with
the original black job
However if attendances at the
shows drop any mors, then
they will cease to happen. We
know there are a number of

people who have never atten-
ded a show lf you have never
been lo one in the past, then
you must make a special effort
for the QL 2000 bash at Ports
mouth in October: lt looks like
being a very well attended
show and there are even more
than 16 people flying rn espe-
cially from the USA lf they can
do it, then there is no excuse
for anyone in [urope.

ffi4ffi em$ox.xtr Hte,
by George Gwilf

Introd uction
Over the years lhere have been various changes
in QL hardware and software. Probably the intro
duction of Toolkit ll was the earliest and most
widespread advance, since il was effectively a

necessary correction and upgrade to the original
QL Roms I would guess that the advent of exten
ded colour to the QL scene will be more perva-
sive than many of the other changes. lt is already
in use in Aurora, by means of a version of
SMSQ/t, \low it is available in the Q40, again with
SMSQ/f and will soon be released for the QXL
and QPC I trust lhat this exploration of colour will
be of interest to some.
What tollows rs based on my experience with
SMSQ/E v2 97 on my Q40

eolour
The recent advance in SMSQ/E, with which I am
concerned here, rs the extension in range of
colours from the maximum of eight on a basic QL
to 65536
What I want to do here is show how this affects
the owner of a Q40.
Actually, if the owner simply switches on his Q40
and does nothing to alter the display, the exten-
ded colours do not a{lect him in the least. Four
colours (Mode 4) and eight colours {Mode B) are
available jusi as before. All programs run as nor-
mal. Howeve[ as soon as the display is changed
all eight colours become available even though
the machine appears to be in Mode 4 lndeed you
cannot now change mode which remains at "33'

instead o{ '0"for Mode 4 or"8"for Mode B, To get
the look of the old Mode B you would have io set
the appropriate csize But why do that? The eight

colours are already there, and we don't need big
ger pixels to hold the extra colours so ihe larger
csize is unnecessary.
There is one peculiar eftect many must have
noticed. For example in Perfection the borders
look odd, This is because the stipple colour re-
quested by the programmer of Perfection was a

mixture of white and blue with a stipple nurnber 2

ln an ordinary QL Mode 4, blue is the same as
black, so the border is seen as a mixture of whrtE
and black, With the extended colours y0u see a

mixture of white and blue instead This eftect is

true of several other programs, but on the whole
these changes, though possibly slightly upsetting,
are benign, However in version A,04 of QD (cor
rected in v A 07) a defined block became illegible!

To Stipple or not to Stipple
Colour is very useful in the legible presentation of
written material to the users of prograrns. A
reader can easily focus upon a particular set of
items if they are in a distinctive colour The rnore
different colours there are, the greater the num
ber of categories that can be highlighted Thus it
has always been a bit frustrating that the legible
non stipple colour combinations of paper and ink
are so few For example green and white do not
combine well. The best use of that combination is
probably for "unavailable" menu items. The original
QL offered stippling as a way of increasrng the
apparent numbers of colours available. But stip-
pled ink is almosl bound to fail, and thers are per-
haps only half a dozen combinations of stippled
ink and paper which are acceptable
This is where the extended colour system can
really help Each colour is solid, so thal, provided
there is enough contrast between two colours,
ihey can satisfactorily be used as paper and ink.

Of course you can use stipples as well for both
paper and ink, which gives you more than 5*10^19

& QL ffodwg



different combinations to choose from. The exact numbers available are shown below

Tablc Showing Nunnber of Combinations Available

J'tro of -"olou"s - - -- solid puirs _ __sptidls,tlppled p_qirs
/- 6 ,6I

(lt is left as an exercise to find the number of com
binations il all 2^24 colours are available llhey
are not available on the Q40ll)

The leap from 4 or B basic colours to 65536 is
really rather daunting, so how should one make
practical use of this?

The first thing to look at is how these exlended
colours can be obtained via SBASIC

Extna Ar1odes
To replace the Mode instruction there are four
new Basic commands

COTOUR*QL
- Sets the "normal"QL I colours

1n arTarV, U T U

LJ, J26,A?U,U4U

COLOUR-PAL

Sets a palette o{ 256 colours
COLOUR_NATIVE

,Allows the tull range of 65536 colours
COLOUL2/+

As _N,ATlVt but with different parameters

The palette consists of 256 colours chosen from
the total 65536 available. These can be reset
from lhe defaull range if wanted The default
range comes with the first 64 colours described
in words. For example extra gresns available are
called Light Green, Dark Green, Lime Green,
Apple Green, Pastel Green, Dull Green, Dusky
Green, Grass Green and Sea Green. The remain
der of the 256 colours in the palette are not
named The implication seerns to be that 64 dif

8
1RA

65,536

)a

)a,6YrJ
2t1,750,880 57 ,645 ,019 ,790,762,35/n,5gg

wHtrx*[Js& ffiffiffi

ffiper"at8ng slnce tSlg3 {rn d! Sinclain WL frcarra &Jtfrea, &A8eh6gas}, &-jS,&
Supponting A{-{- Sinclair and T-lrnex users

lV{essage amd File Aneas for 8L, ZBB, Spectrrrwxo Y5effi6ffi, XXffiX" ry'S?ffiroffi
Modem speeds SOtl hps to Bg.6k bps swppunted

?4 Fmun operatinn - rai! mragtBrne

ffiIm-ms4*g}ffiyffi
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ferent colours is probably enough choice for the
papel ink and borders which form most of the
colour needs of programs.

lf COLOUR-QL is set, the colour numbers are as
in the QL Manual 0 = Black, 1 = Blue, 2 = Red and
so on Stipples can be defined either by a single
composite number; or by two numbers giving the
two colours with stipple 3 assumed, or by three
numbers the last being the explicit stipple

For COLOUR-PAL, on the other hand, a colour is
given as a number from 0 to 255. A stipple requi
res the two colours to be given explicitly, though
the stipple number itself need not be given if 3 is
intended. 0ddly, the first eight default colours,
although they are the familiar Black, White, Red,
Green Blue, Magenta, Yellow and Cyan, are given
numbers 0 to 7, which do not correspond with the
QL numbers except for Black, Red and Yellowl

COLOUR-NATlVt requires colour numbers from 0
to 65535 (which is 2^16 1) and this accesses the
full range of colours available on the Q40

COLOUR*24 accesses the same range as does
COLOUR-NATIVI, but the colour numbers run

{rom 0 lo 16177215 (which is 2^24'l)

All the COLOUR- modes except COLOUR-PAL
have parameters which directly describe the
colour in a simple way. Thai is, they each indicate
how intense the contribution is from the three
primary sources, Red, Green and Blue. ln the case
of COLOUR-QL, the intensity of each is either
minimum (ie not present) or maximum. For the
extended colours the hardware allows a range of
up to 64 intensities This is achieved by allocating
five bits of a word to each of the three primary
colours while leavrng the least signiticant bit of
the word to be the common least significant bit of
a six bit intensity
The most significant five bits are assigned to
Green, the next five to Red and the next again to
Blue as shown below Since equal intensitres of
the three colours produces white, the least
significant bit is labelled"W0"
This means that in practice the number ol shades
except for White, is limited to 32.

I cl c+ c3 G2 G:-R5 R4 R3 R2 R1 85 84 83 B2 Ur WO I

The colour parameiers when COLOUR-NAT|VI is

set are the word representations of the bits as
described above

The long word needed to define the colour for
COLOUR-24 has a zero most significant byte,
followed by bytes for each of Red, Green anC

Blue. This appears to allow for a range of 256
rntensities for each colour but, as siated above,
only frve bits are available for each of the three
colours, so only ihe value of the tcp five bits of
each byie is iransferred to the appropriate coiour:
What of the least significant bit? The White bit?
Ah, what indeedl There is presurnably a logic to it
but it seems as if this bit is more or less arbitrarily
set $FFFFFB and $FDFFFB set ii $FFFSFB and
$FDFBFB don't. The moral rs i{ you want to set
the bits precisely, use COLOUR-NATIVE This wiil
give you full control.

Fracticel Use
For applications using text, there is no need to
access the full range of colours COI-OUR-PAL is

probably more than enough to allow pretty bor
ders and paper colours as well as ample variation
of ink colours.
However for graphical work, the extended co
lours can indeed be use{ul For example the fol
lowing will enable you to see displayed the range
of shades ol Magenta

1OO COTOUR*NATIVE

110 0PEN#3, S CR*621X420 L0X0 : PAPER#1, $ABCD
120 B0RDER#3, 4, $Foo,g49F, 1: cts#3
130 FOR x=0 to 31:BLOCK#3, 6,300,xx6+200,60,$42xx

Screen Bockgreund
One other enhancement which is part of the ex-
tended colour system is to allow a background
You can set this background, which wiil show up
between any windows on the screen, erther to a

colour (possibly stippled) or to a screen image
previously saved.
The SB,ASIC commands are

BGCOLOUR_QL

for the I QL colours
BGCOLOUR*Z4

to access the extended colours
BGTMAG' ( scr-image) 

io set a screen image

These, and all the previous SBASIC cornmands
are also available as Operating System calls. This
rneans that the extended colours can be used by
assembly language programs as well as by
SBASIC
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Sprites, Blobs and Patterns
One place where the extended colours might be
interesting indeed is in the detinition of sprites and
patterns. The explanation of how to define sprites
using the extended colours is given in the de
scription of the Graphic Device lnterface Version
2. Unfortunately this does not enable a program-
mer to use the syslem owing to someihing faulty
having crept in, either in the description itself, or in

SMSQ/t v29l
"As a result I cannot comnnent more on this
intenesting and enticing aspect."
That is what I wrote before I learnt that the soft
ware did actually support extended colour
sprites As a result I pried deeper into the
SMSQ/I software and found that there was one
crucial mistake in lhe description. ln case others
may have been equally puzzled, I'll expose this
mistake.
Sprites have a header deftning the screen mode
size and origin of the sprite, The first word for an
ordinary QL sprite is either $0100 for Nlode 4, or
$0101 for Mode 8 This has been extended to;

$0210 for 256 real colour (GRBGRBGX) *h.J:_,.
n-F(/ D

9021F for 256 palette colour
g02zi" tor Native colour

ln the description issued with the Q40 the first
word o{ the header was wrongly described as
having a first byte of '0" or "1", instead of "1"or "2"

For sprites, the definition contains pointers to a
'colour pattern" and a "pattern mask". For the 256
colour modes, the pattern and mask consist ot
one byte for each pixel. For the Native colour one
word is needed for each pixel.

Odd Quirks
Sornetimes I have loaded several programs be-
fore I make the extended colours available (eg by
DISP-SIZI 0 for the 512x256 screen or by
DISP-SlZt 1024, for the 1024x512 screen)
Clearly the channel blocks for all screen channels
have to be amended At the leasi they will now
contain the new address of the screen. This will
be $FF800000 and not $20000 Cne might hope
that the colours would have been adjusted too.
f-lowever: it appears that lhe contents of the
colour masks, which must now contain the
NATIVE code for colours of paper etc, are le{t
unchanged. This seems to account for the fact
that the ink in channel 0 of a previously opened
SBASIC appears yellow having the code $FF00,
instead of green, whose code is or should be,

$F800 lt is a slightly less odd fact that if you set

the colour 4 {green) under COLOUR-Ql-, you will
get $F100 lf you set colour 3 {the default green)
under COLOUR*PAL, you get the correct colour;

$f800 lf you look very closely you can detect a

difference in these two greens.

Two rnore SBASIC cornmands are available which
can, to some extent help here. They are
PALETTI-QL and PALETTE-B These enable
you to set the B QL colours and ihe 256 palette
colours. The colour numbers used here as para-
meters to define the colours wanted are those
applicabie Io COLOUR -24, ar 'true coiours" as
they are called l'm afraid however that if you do
use PALETTT*QL to alter green from $F100 to
$f800 (which is the default value in the palette)
you will be slightly disappointed This is because
the least significant White bit is now set, so that
you gei $F801 for your pains This extra 1

appears aiso in Cyan, Yellow and White. The
practical significance of all this is small, s0
perhaps we can torget it.

Techr n ical I nforrnation
One of the programs originally supplied with the
Q40 is NET-PEEK. Amongst other things this
aims to describe the colours used in any screen
or console channel. The only colours recognised
were the I QL colours, most, if not all the others
being returned as Black. That has been corrected
and a new version o{ NFT*PIEK will give rn

words all the colours named as ihe {irst 64 of the
palette. Any other colour is shown as the hex
NATIVE colour number ln order to reprogram
NIT-PEEK, I had to investigate the new contents
of a SCR/CON channel block What I found was
this
It the Mode has been altered to 33, that is, if the
extended colours are available, the position in the
channel block normally used for the colour mask
for paper; strip and ink contains instead ihe colour
numbers for the main and contrast colours (both
the same if there is no stipple) The stipple
number is in the usual place, that is in the most
significant two bits of lho colour byte for pape[
strip, ink and border lt the mode COLOUR-QL is

being used the colours are mirrored in the usual
colour bytes, but if any other mode is in use, the
colour byte is
$oo for no stipple

$20 for stipple 0

$60 lor stipple 1

$Ao for stipple 2, and

$Eo for stipple 3

ry &L fodcg



Anyone followrng all this carefully might have
wondered where the border colours go because
there is no "colour mask" for the border in the
normal QDOS system. What happens is that one
word {but not iwo!) has been found for the border
colour lt is the last word in the extension to the
channel block required by the Pornter Environ
ment lt is thus ai word $42 from the start of the
channel block, or at 2 from the address of A0 if
you are using EXTOP to access the channel
information. lf there rs only one colou[ its number
is stored in that word. ll there are two, the number
of the first colour is abridged anci placed in the
rnost significant byte and the number of the
second colour is similarly abridged and placed in
the least signiticant byte
The abridgement is done by taking the three
most significant bits of the red contribution,
tollowed by the three most significant bits of the
green contribution and tinally the iwo most
significant bits of the blue contributron.
You can see all this for yourself by using
NIT-PFFK First, find the channel number by
usrng rnenu item 5 (Channels) to display the
channels The number under the heading SYS is

the internal channel number By using that as the
parameter for menu item 6 fSingle Channel) you
will see displayed information about ihat channel.
lf it is a screen or console channel you will see
the colours of paper etc. You will see at the top
the address (in hex) of the channel block rtself, By

using menu item 7 (Display RAM) with the ad
dress of the channel you can now see the con-
tents of the channel block.

Etc.
An advance associated with ihe new screen dis-
play is ihe increase in the size of window avai
lable. For some time now, with Aurora and the
QXL sizes from 800 by 600 upwards can be set.

{So far I have only been able to set sizes
1024x512 and 512x256 on my Q40 but perhaps
that will change in f uture )

The greaier screen sizes have proved popular
enough for programs to be altered to take ad

vantage of them. This should be comparatively
easy, since all that need be done is to increase
the dirnensions of any bigger window il neces
sary altering also its origin.
A sirnilarly simple, or even simpler; alteraiion could
allow existing programs to take advantage of the
exiended colours. ln the unlikely event of that not
being done, it will be left to each user to devise
his own colourful programs lt would be a pity if
that were the only use of this advance.

lndeed this is part of the general question of how
"improvements' can best be made use ol

L"J sr ng " N rn provements"

M {ERVA
Cne such improvement is the tokenisation of rnte
gers in Minerva. This can speed up SuperBASlC
programs by storing integers either as bytes or
as word long numbers internally. As far as I can
see this is hidden from the user; but will apply to
any SuperBASlC program run. To allow such pro
grams to be compiied by Turbo you are told to
turn off this tokenisation. Under the new version
of Turbo this will no longer be necessary. This
should enable that particular advance to become
more generally useful.
Howeve( another change in Minerva, which has
also been adopted by SMSQ, is an increase in the
number of arithmetic operations available via the
vectored routines in the operationg system.
Obviously lhese can be, and presumably are,

used by the operating system itsel{, but cannot be
part of an external program written to be usable
on all QL type machines, unless this program is

nnachine specific or contains code determining its
host machine and corresponding specific code
depending on that machine.
As I said earlier; I guess that there will be sufficient
rnterest in the colour capabilities of SMSQ/E for
programs using them to appear I wonder if too
we shouldn't take advantage of the more
widespread distribution o{ machrnes based on a

68020+ lt may have been the remark rn the
Manual for the Super Gold Card

"... we recommend lhal your programs do not
rnake use of special 68A2A insfrucfions so that
they run on all OL systems. This is a parffcularly
importanl consideralion for any program des-
frned for sale or publication."
that caused me t0 do the opposite and to
produce my assembler GW,ASS, using many, if not
all, of these special instructions Admittedly
GWASS was started primarily for my own use and
later developed so that I could use the Floating
Point Unit on my QXL and not for generai
distribution But it is now part o{ the set of
programs attached to the Q40 This shows that
there are already in distribution programs depend
ing on higher machines than the old 68000/8
Also available to Q40 users is rny program
GWDISS, a disassembler and NET-PFIK, already
rnentioned here The first two protest on being
loaded into a machrne which is not 68020+ The
last works perfectly well on such a machine, but
refuses t0 disassemble, thus showing that
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programs can be written to check what machine
they are running on and take appropriate action,

Although it rs not quite the same thing I should
point out that there are now iwo versions of
Turbo Toolkit, one for ordinary QLs and the other
tor SMSQ This shows that machine specific items
now exrst.

I suggest that the time has come to consider
upgrading and writing other programs in a similar
way,

Both methods to start with:
Dl.L contains the number to be set in FP tormat

68020+
I will end by giving an example of the way lhat the
68020+ CPUs could be used inside toolkits and
programs. This concerns the ubiquitous need to
set a number to floatrng point format. This is

required for example when a number up to 2^32
has to be returned to a machine function added
to SuperBASlC An example of such a function is

FLEN This returns the length of a file as a floating
point number: lnternally, this nurnber will be a long
word. As an example of the enhancement pos
sible in converting a long integer answer to
QDOS floating point format I give the tollowing
method used in the DIY Toolkit along with the
way rt could be done using 68020t rnstructions.

MOVE.W

MOVE. t
RI'N

MOVE. [{
ADD" L
BVS

suBQ. l{
MOVE. L

At this point the methods diverge

DIY Toolkit
M01/EQ

t

; The loop
j
Ll MOVE"L

ASt. L
RlTq

STTR I.I

MOVE. L
L2 ASR"W

BNE

DONX

D1-rD4 This sets a zero expeinent
D1rD5 This might set a zero mantissa 

"DONE yes it did -)
#$81F,D/+ 0FFSET

DlrDl- Have we finished?
DONE yes. D5 contains the mantissa ->
#LrDl* Adjust the exponent for a doubling of Dl
Di-rD5 Get ready to find the answer

#16,DA Set the maximum shift

DrrDl Di- is the working register
D0,Dl- Can it be shifted D0 bits up?
L2 ..no
D0rD4 The shj.ft worked * adjust exponent
D1rD5 Reset the mantissa
#i-rD0 Try B, 4, 2, 1 shifts
L1 If D0 r 0, more to do

The answer is now in D4!V (the exponent) and D5 L {the mantissa)

68020* method

cJI

BPL J].
]\.E,Ti.L DL
BFFFO Dr{l:31},Dl
suBQ.ltl #l_,D1
LSL"L Dl_,D5
suB " kr Dl_, D4

Make D1 positive
Set D1 to the

shift needed
Shift the mantissa .

and adjust the exponent

As for the DIY Toolkit, ihe answer is in D4!V/D5 L

hJOTt, BFFFO finds the 1st non-zero bit in D1 frorn bit 30 to bit 0
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The DIY method requires five journeys round the
loop L1 to the end, whereas the 68020+ method
requires no loop so is shorter and about 4 to 5

times faster
Given that this rs a very common set ol code
which is execuied many many times in normal
programs using machine code functions, it looks
like a good way to speed up many programs
running on on Super Gold Cards, QXLs, Q40s and
any other syslem which uses a 68020+.

Before I finish i would like to report that I tried rny
NFT-PEEK wiih QPC The resuits were indeed
rnteresting, First of all, the regrsters displayed for a

iob are lust what you would expect on a QL. Also
the content of the system variables at $28000
was correct. Howevet when I tried to disassem
ble code, the program fell over I think that was
due to two things
1 I suspect thai only 6B000iB instructions were
emulated, and

2. The instruction
MOVEM. L A7 ,- (AZ)
cMPA. r (m) ,m

set the ZFRO tlag, thus signalling that the
machine was a 68020+
These instructions do not set the ZERC flag on a
68000i 8

Clearly these are inconsistent and I think that
either the QPC should emulate the full 68020+ set
of instructions, 0[ a second best, it should emulale
a 68000/B correctly and set otf the ZERO flag

Co nciusion
I hope that this excursion into colour rs useful. I

hope also that we will see prograrns appearing
that make use noi only of the colour capabiliiies
but also of the 68020+ rangs, rnaybe even of the
Q40's FPU

Who knows!

&PeA ffir QPeg?
\X/hat cdn th€ future of the Ql- bc ealled
Peta Jdger

This question may seem silly at

first but at present rt is ths oniy
answer lo the question What
can the fuiure of the QL
cornrnunity be calledr
The Q40 is a beautiful thing
and I admire ihe enthusiasm
which people find tor the de'
veloprnent. I have furthermore
great respect appreciating To-

ny Tebbys work rn the fultilment
of a real QL successor I am
however really disappolnted
about the lack of far sighted
ness of Tony Tebby with regard
to a real QL plattorm in soft
ware or hardware. lt is a slap in

the face of those people who
supported the QL all these
years, who bought new hard-
ware {QXL) and software, who
believed in the promise of what
was still to come {colour driver
disk access in the background
eic.) and who see that the
colour drivers are developed
for the Q40 firsl and second io
QXL and QPC tven though the

programrning is slightly easier
for Q40 it isn't correct to treat
those QXL users who have
been waiting for years for the
completion of the drivers, After
all many people have bought
the QXL for a lot of money and
many have then payed for
SMSQI once again. ln addition,
the colour drivers were already
demonstrated for the QXL at a
French rneeting years ago, ad-

mittedly not with great success
(they ran only on Tony's compu-
ter) That QPC (2) then com
pletely unnoticed at last gets
the drivers, that is not nice for
Marcel Kilgus (the programmer)
nor tor the QPC users.
ln my opinion QPC is the only
true alternative to lhe QL and
in the followrng paragraphs I

give my reasons why.

[/icrosolt's operating systems
uniortunately have spread eve-
rywhere on this planet (presu

mably they spread everywhere
else) We couldn't do anything

about that. Several things are
important for an operating
system to survive, if we do not
want it to disappear like OS/2,
Atari and Arniga os or other
operating systems such as our
QD0S,
1. software downward compa-

tibility
2 broad availability (should run

everywhere, notebook com-
puter PDAs etc )

3 it should run parallel to other
operating systems.

4 all available and future avai
lable hardware should be
supported

5. il shouldn't be expensive
6. speed which makes work

pleasant.

7. modern and simple lo use
sof tware.

All these things which I find im
poriant are only f ultilled by

QPC(2)

1 - O+O as the only available

QL alternative (not emulated)
offers little more compatibility
than QPC2, it's actually even
less at the moment. This is at
least what I have heard be
cause I don't have any Q40.
The compatibility has more io
do with the operating system
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than with the platform. All pro-
grams, which run under QDOS
also run under QPC {partly with
tricks) I have forced even old
digrtal Precisron programs to
run under QPC. But as I have
said before the compatibility
has more to do with the ope
rating system than the emulator
or the hardware platform. The
printer port under QPC is work-
ing correctly, the serial interfa
ces work upto 115k baud with
oul recognisable problems
(iested among others in the
rnailbox envrronment). Disc ac-
cess works with DOS and
QDOS diskettes, though not
with tD diskettes which are
{nrmr++nrl ,.,;+h O 1 il rD ^^ ;+ ;^lurildtl.tru vvlllt J,z tvtt_] d) tt t)
possible for Goldcard systems.
Till now disk access over the
QXL WIN file has never had
problems The DOS DFVICE is

still in ihe proof testing, it will be
available soon and might be a

small revolution since it will
finally be possible to transter
data between DOS and the
QXL*WIN file directly Unfortu
nately ihe network in the clas"
src form does not work but
QPC can use the DOS/Win-
dows network lf two DOS
computers are connected with
standard PC network cards,
then QPC can access the se
cond PC and it has the fastest
QL network available which is

only dependent on the perfor
mance of the installed PC hard
ware!

2- lne avaiiabiliiy of Q40 is,

as with every proprietary hard-
ware, naturally very bad. Even
for such unusual operating sys-
tems like e g. Apples MacOS,
there are PC emulators to use
in notebook computers etc..

QPC2 runs practically on every
hardware configuration with
processors from AMD, lntel and
also Cyrix with at least 166
MHz. lt runs on notebook com
puters, desktop systems and
within emulators. One can "take

along' QPC, everywhere to.

3 0+O only runs parallel to
Windows i{ you have a second
PC right next to it Not incredi-
bly exciiing and a very expen-
sive variantl QPC runs under
MSDOS, Windows 31, Win-
dows 9x/NT2000 at the mo
ment only in the full window
mode, bul the frame nrode will
be available shortly.

4 Thrs is nparlv imnnssihlp

due to the Q40 design. Only
parallel and serial devices can
be attached right now Using
QPC there is not much more to
be connected right now but
this will change very soon, as I

will explain now ln the foresee-
able future an absolute hard-
ware availability will be possible
for QPC (2), since all of today's
PCs are equipped with USB
ports, for which you can buy
practically any peripheral lf

QPC supports the USB port rn

the future then no one has to
write drivers for the actual
hardware anymore because
the SMSQE driver for the USB
port suf fices to operate all

current hardware.

5 Wett, they are not cheap
but if you consider the few in-

stalled SMSQ sysiems available
then the price for QPC or Q40
is ok. Though I would recom-
mend QPC if you already have
a pc at home.

6 tt is said the Q40 is very
{ast and ihis is clearly correct
because a 68040 is very fast
But QPC2 is also fast. At the
moment practically no PCs are
offered under 400 MHz clock
frequency and that is why QPC
rs almost as fast as a standard
QXL {68040 inside) PCs now
available have clock frequen-
cies of 1000MHz and more,
using these QPC(2) will then
outperform the Q40. Even an
available Q60 in the future can't
be much faster: it will be also
much more expensive than

QPC especially as QPC can
use current hardware {UDMA
f ixed disks, AGP graphics
cards etc ) Marcel Kilgus is

working on several projects
which will increase the speed
of QPC soon. The new ernula
tion core may well bring a 20?o

or more performance increase
The transfer of the SMSQ/E
tloatrng point-routines to the
floating point core ot the PC

CPU will bring a speed in-
crease of about 400% All
these things wrll be put in

concrete terrns very soon.

7 lne greatest flaw in the
QL scene is the absence of
sof tware. There is practically
nothing. There are no tools for
programming, especially since
many programmers have gone
to the PC side. OK you'd say,

we have QSPRIAD, we have

QD, Linedesign, SUQCtSS,
even some of Digital Precision
progs will get used once in a

while, but to be honest people,

Qspread is a program only a

few people use, even by the
people who bought it (me {or
example) QD is despite all irn-
provements only an editot no
word processing program is in
sight even though that is a

program which we are missing
in the QL scene. There is a

group of people who will now
suggest: we have Paragraph,
text8T and Quill, but to be
honest, all these programs do
not even have all the possi
bilities which Wordpad otfers in

Windows 9x!Moreover you get
this little program for free. ls
there a good graphics program
(Linedesign is a good program
but since there is virtually no
support and lack of speed, I

don't use it much these days)
which supports actual printers?

Only Jonathan Hudson has
brought the QL up to date in
the data transmrssion area. Yet

we have put ourselves into the
offside even more, if we do not
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get internet connection to the
rest of the world soon. The
programs for e mail and brow-
sing are already available but
instead of programming some
thing easy like internet connec-
tion, the programmers waste
there sirength in customlsatron
{or new hardware, which will
noi be up-to date in a couple of
years (months) The QXL has
shown us that we can not keep
up with the speed the hard-
ware develops nowadays. QPC
does the right thing in saying'
"Hey, why hardware, the PC is
etficient enough. Let us con-
centrate on software and deve-
lop programs, which compete
wrth PC programs'. Who like
me has to work with PC hard-
ware and software everyday
professionally and can sing a

song of how badly prograrns
are written and how unreliably
PC-software is (QPC excep-
ted). QPC could close a gap

there. Wrth SuperBASlC, C or
machine code we could deve'
lop programs in a shorter time
which can do everything one
really needs and are also
stable. lf QPC runs in a window
one could develop prograrls
which run in parallel on the win
dows desktop or Apple desk
top rn the PC emulation The
possibilities are then unlimited
and our well loved operating
system could perhaps estabiish
itself again and not die out The
Q40 however is a niche pro
duct with lower tuture pro-
spects F.g The problem is, the
QXL fans know all to well, is if
the developers have no more
desire to develop the Q40 any
further (e.g. because the sales
figures are declining) then it is

over for all of thern if they need
spare parts which they can't
buy anymore A PCI graphics
card that is needed for the
milan is hard to get nowadays

(AGP is now the name). You
won't find ISA slots in actual
motherboards because of
PC99l Watch out QXL fans: get
a spare board with an ISA slot
as a precaution ... P2l2 aDO
RAMS also have to be ob'
tained (for Q40) rnore drfficult,
too For the tinkerer and QL
Harcicore tan the Q40 is the
only one.
For everybody else it can only
be QPCI
For all you sceptics out there:
QPC runs for me and, many
others I know every day
without problems. The current
version 154 makes it pcssible
to exchange ASCII data bet
ween Windows and the QL
scrap!
Additional information about
QPC, Q40 and everything
around the Sinclair QL can be
foundon my redesigned home
pa!e: http://www"sinalairql"de
s00n.

.imehem's Comments
Peta's article forces me to
reply Others should reply too,
but the lack of time (we're 2

weeks behind schedule) does
not allow other replies for this
issue. Maybe we find some-
thing from, for example, Tony

and Peter Gral in lhe next
issue. I don't want to comment
on all points; with some, I agree,
but with many, Peta forgets
some facts (or does not know
them), Beforehand, I would like
to say: QPC is great, without
any doubts and I also sell it, as
most of you know I also sell
SMSQ/E, so I think I can put
some things right
QPC's SMSQ/I is adapted by
Marcel and lony does not have
the sources This logically im-
plies that Tony ftrst programs
the changes/improvements on
the operating systems for
ATARis, QXL, Q40 or whatever:
and then, afterwards, Marcel

adapts it for QPC Since Tony
sometimes modif ies many
source files, Marcel often has
to spend quite some time with
them, That's given order which
cannot be changed for obvious
reasons,
Regarding the implementation
of the colour drivers and "slap

in the face', a bit, strong, isn't it?
lf I were in Tony's position and I

had had the choice between a

stable rnachine with genuine
Motorola hardware, which we
know, works (040) or an
unstable slow software-proto-
col, then it would be easy {or
me to choose and so it
probably was for Tony The
QXL-PC hardware interface
(designed by Miracle Systems)
is by far not as good as it could
(or should) be, and why waste a

lot of debug time for troubie
shooting without knowing if it
is due to the unreliable inter

face or the actual driver which
needs to be debugged? lt is

more than undersiandable that
the drivers were implemented
on the Q40 first. Have a guess
why Tony used the ATARI Mega
STt for programming and not
the so much fastEr QXL? For
the same reason a solid,
reliable system is required for
development, and why waste
iime for ruling out problem
factors which do not exist cn
other systems?
Moreove[ it has taken longer
for the QXI- because it was
quite clear that the oid QXL'
PC software interface would
be far too slow for the addi
tronal amount o{ data required
for the 65536 colour resolution
So the interface had to be
redesigned as well to rnake
sure it would not be dead slow
Peta also forgets that QL re
venues do not earn a full living
for none of us, unfortunately it
is probably as nruch hobby for
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us dealers than it is for the
customers. l{ we put program-
ming time in rrght relation to the
revenues nothing at all would
happen Therefore I think
accusations are fairly inappro-
priate.
Many people bought SMSQ/E
for the QXL. They got far more
lhan the SMSQ shipped with
the QXL of tered them, and
most of them got it bundled for
a third of the full price This has
nothing to do with the speed of
additional implementation, so
why complainl?
Yes, and I must correct another
illusion, unfortunately: a USB-
driver should allow the con
nection and access of all

possible peripheralsl? Ooops,
no, it would be nice, but each
USB device requires its own
drivers There may admittedly
be a common protocol, how-
ever a printer a mouse a CD-
ROM a modem, a CD writer or

a TV card cannot be driven by
the same driver:
Anyway, let's see what lhe
future will bring
I think Peta provided us with a
lot of provocative discussion
material, and I hope that we will
have some replies to this in the
next issue.
I don't think either that there is

only black/white, Q40/QXL
many users still use lheir QLs,
SuperGoldCards ATARis, etc,
and so do L

Regarding the provocative
statements about the software,
I prefer to use a stable program
with fewer features it does
not need to look very fancy as
long as it does the lob I want it
to do. I don't need 9670 of the
features Word offers me. I also
don't need the information
wrndow that Word or Windows
or whatever has just crashed
and what I typed was in vain. I

use Qspread more than any

other program since I upgraded
it last year - you can have a

look at my harddisk to see hcw
many -tab files I've creaied
over lhe last two years. Many
people speak to me at the
show and the fact that they tell
me about their improvement
suggestions shows, that they
use the software. I think many
users do not believe that
others still use their QDOS
compatrble system and actually
work with it they seem to
have forgotten that writing an
applicatron tor therr own use is

still very easy compared to
other systems. I have seen
what problems can be caused
by "today's" developr^nent sys-
tems like Delphi, where nobody
knows what components do
internally Simple things can
take 5 times as long as with
BASICI
So what do you think? Don't
disappoint me and write to us!

Did yoa* $pot
$m oun

sornething mlssfrmg

Sast mdvent?
.1
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Gee Graphiesl (on tl"ra QL?) - part 1ffi
Herb Sehaaf

A'Aatrix operations on
tha Ql-
Matrices are such a masstve
malhenratical iopic that I hardly
know where io start. l'll lust
share a few PRoCedures and a
FuNction that seem to do the
job of getting lhe'righi ar,

SWETS,',

There are indications{l) that the
Chinese were using matrix
concepts thousands of years
ago, but the name"matrix- was
{irst publicized{2) rn 1B5B after
having been used in corres
pondence between James Jo
seph Sylvester and Arthur Cay
ley Iogether they developed
much of today's matrix theory
and are described as the "lnva

riant Twins"(3) Sylvester was a
wrid, impetuous, poetic extro
vert who invented lots of math
terms. Cayley was a quiet,
methodical reserved mountain-
climbing introvert who wrote
lots of math works. Both were
Englishmen who attended Cam-
bridge tsoth showed an apti-
tude lor math. Cayley was se-
nior wrangler in the math tripos
inIB42, and Sylvester took 2nd
place in 1837 Both took up the
law because of religion, Cayley
in 1849 at the age 28, and Syl
vester in tr850 at the age 36 ln

the early 1850's they became
frrends at the Court of Lincoln's
lnn and bounced their thoughts
off each other Together they
nnade a great pair of math
enthusrasts I expect there are
many o{ you who know much
more about math history and
matrices, and your comments,
insrghts, corrections, sugges
iions elc are rnvited
Most of you probably know
that a matrix can be consi
dered to be a rectanglar array
of 'elernents" neatly arranged in

rows and columns The "ele

ments"are usually numbers. So
lar all the rnatrices l've run into
are 1 dimensional {row OR co-
lumn, and referred to as "vec-

tors") or 2 drmensional {rows
AND columns) Do higher di

mensional matrices exist in

higher rnathematics? Should
they? Could they? Are therE
triangular rnalrices?
According to MacDuffee{2) ma
trices are much more than ar-
rays. He states "A matrix is a

number of total matric algebra'.
Matrices can be scaled, added,
subtlacled, multlolyedJ4], and

raised to powers ln a matrrx if
ihe number of rows equals the
number cf columns then it is a
"square" matrix and has a
'determinant", and if the deter-
minant is not zero then the
matrix has an"inverse"that can
act as a reciprocal. lt would
probably be best if you refer to
textoooks(S) rather than have
me try to explarn. When index-
ing matrices some choose to
count ,frorn zero, and others
count from one. QL S*basic
can handle either I have cho-
sen to write my FuNctron and
PROCedures with an option
base of 1 i like to think we
might find anolher clever way
to make use of the zeroth rows
and columns later on.

PROC e dure MAT-SCALE ( input--rnat, s c al e-f ac t or, outp ut-tat )
changes every element of an array by the same ratio.

PRO0edure MAT-ADD (matl, mat2, mat*sum)
adds two matrices to form a sum, both must be the same size, that
is to say they both must have the same number of rows and both
have an equal number of colurnns.

PR0Cedure MAT-SUB (mati-, mat?, mat-diff)
sublracts rnatrix2 from matrixl, both must be the same size.

PROCedure MAT-MUL (matl-, mat2, mat-product)
multiplies two matrices to forrn a product matrix, the number ot
columns of the firsl matrix must be equal to the number of rows of
the second matrix, and it can make a difference as to which rnatrix
comes lirst(4). The product matrix will have as many rows as the
first matrix, and as many coiur-nns as the second matrix.

FuNction MAT-DET (mat-name)
returns a single nurnbeI the 'determinant' from a 'square matrix lf

the determinant is zero the matrix is 'singular'"

PROCedure MAT-INV( input--mat, output--mat)
finds the rnverse of a'non'singular'sq{.rare matrix, sinrilar to {inding
the reciprocal of a number The inverse matrix can then be used in

matrix multiplication to accomplish'matrix division'
ln h/AT-DtT and MAT-INV a lot of looping, swapping, and other
calculating can be involved, and it is possible to have wicked
rounding errors accumuiate. lnputs with 'reasonable' numbers will
probably work out OK, but 'extreme' input values might result in
wierd results, ls there or could there be a LRESPR'able"double"or
'quadruple' precision S*Basic math package for the QL?
lve lried to make the M,AT- PROCedures and FuNction general. QL
S*Basic can call arrays and parts of arrays by name but mass
assignment of arrays is not allowed.

PRO0edure Nat-COfV(frorLmat, to-nat)
is used to rnake mass assignment of values from the calied input
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array{s) to "working" arrays as well as to transfer the results back to
a named output array. ln all cases we must have created properly
DIM'd named arrays before we can cail them. lnside the
PROCedures Work- Arrays are created, so as to preserve the
called narned arrays it desired.

PRO0edure MAT-SHOW (mat-name)
prints out lhe matrix in rows and colurnrrs

PROCedure MAT-C0MPARE (matl, mat2)
compares two matrices for differences, prints them out and repor{s
on lhe total number of differences found I use this to check
textbook answers with QL calculated results.
MAT-SHOW and [/AT-COMP,ARt are ccnvenient when debugging
and tracing programs

These PROCedures and Prolective geometry can go on

FuNctions seem to work OK, beyond Euclidean geometry
but are not especially elegant into Non [uclidean geometries.

nor optimrzed. Since we may There we find concepts such
even frnd a use for some of as hornogeneous coordinates,
these matrix operations in the and learn that parallel lines do
future, l've siarted the listing meet in 'ideal' points Far out!
"NlatFuNPROCs_bas" with a [/atrices are used in computer
high line number so that we graphics to do accomplish
can merge it in more easily. rotations, translations, scaiings,
Apologies to those who abhor perspectives, and proiections,

long listings HoPe we can learn how

Notes-
(tl Struif, Dkk J. " A Concise Hislory
of Mathematics" 1976 Eover Publica-
fions. lnc. New York
lsBN 0-486-60255-9
(2) Mac9uffie, C.C. "Wfiat is a Ma-
tri*" June-July 1943 American Ma-
lhematical Monfhly, Voi. 50 No.6. pp.
350-365
(3) Bell Eric Temple 'Men of Malhe-
mafics" 1937 Simon & $chuster: New
York
{4) Malrices can almost be irealed
like numbers, buf there are excep-
fions. lf Matrix A is different from Ma-
lrix B lhen "Matrix A limes Matrix B"
is fiJOf equal lo 'Makix B limes Ma-
trix A". Sir William Rowan Hamillon
became so exciled when he disco-
vered lhis excepfion on Ocfober 16,
1843 that he promptly carved il rn

slone on aDublinbridge. He used the
ferms 'Linear and Vectar functions'
instead of 'matrix' when he published
his Dublin "Lectures on Quafernions"
in 1853.
(il Dover has several less expensive
paperback classical rnalh reprints.
llere are a f ew: "Matrices and Trans-
formalions' by Anthony J. Pelto-
frezzo, 'Matrices and !-inear Algebra"
by Hans Schneider and George Phil-
lip Barker, "Fundamenlal Concepts of
Geomefry" by Bruce E. Meserve.

Listing'|I4ATFuNPROCs-bas rt

20000 REMark MATFUNPR0CS-bas
20010 REMark to go with GG#l-8
20020 REMark HL Schaaf August L7, 200A
20030 :

20040 DEFine FuNction MAT-,ET (nat--narne)
20014 LOCal i, $wap-row
20060 IF DIMN(mat-name,1) . , D1!N(mat--name,2) TI{EN

200?0 PRINT #0;rrError - not a square matrix " : STOP

2OOBO END IF
20090 DIM Work-D (DIMN (rnat-name, 1), DlMN(rnat-vrame, 2) )
20100 MAT*COPY nat--nane, Work-D
20110 determinant = l-
20L24 FOR pivot = 1 T0 n
2AL3A biggest = ABS(Work--D(pivot,pivot))
2AL4A swap-row = 0
2015A F6R row = pivot T0 n
20L6A Abs*elenent = ABS(Work-D(row,pivot) )
20170 IF Abs-elenent > biggest THEN

20180 swap*rolt = row
20190 biggest = Abs*elenent
2O2OO END IF
20214 END FOR row
2A22A IF (swap-ro'^r) fnnN
20234 FORi=1T0n
2024a SI,JAP Work-,D(pivot, i) , WorLD(swap-row, i)
2A2'A END FOR i
2026A determina:rt = -determinant x lrtorlt!(pivot,pivot)
20270 rLSn
20280 determina:rt = determinant x Worlr-.D(pivot,pivot)
2C294 END IF
2A30A IF (ABs(determinant){ 1n*l-0) THEN

2$7A PRINT#O;rrDeterminant == 0 ":EXIT pivot
20320 END rF
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2OTA pivot-inv = l/trrorLD(pivot,pivot)
2034A FOR col = pivot+1 T0 n
2$5A l,JorL)(pivot,eot) = Work_D(pivot,col)xpivot_inv
2036U END l'0R col
2037A FOR row = pivot+l T0 n
20380 FOR co1 = pivot+l T0 n
20390 reduee = l,lorLD(pivot,col) *!Jork_D(row,pivot)
204A0 UorLD(ror,i,co1) = Work_D(ror,r,col-) - reduce
2O4LA END FOR EOl
20420 END FOR row
20430 END FOR pivot
2044A RETurndeterminalt
20410 END DEFine MAT-DET
2A/+6A t

20470 DEFine PRO0edure MAT-INV(input_mat, output_nat)
2A480 LOCal n, i,j
20490 n = DlMN(input__lnat,1)
205AA IF n <> DlMN(input--nat,2) : PRINTrrnot a square aryay rt ; STQp
20510 IF n o DlMN(outputJatrl) : PRIlfi rrrows mismatched r : ST0p
2052A IF n < ' DlMN(output-rnatr2) : PRINT rrcolumns mi-snatchedtr : ST0p
20530 DIM pivot-flag(n)
20140 DIM swap-row(n)
20510 DIM swap-col(n)
2056A singular-f1ag = 0
2A57A DIM Work-I(n,n)
2O5BA MAT-COPY input--rnat, Work_I
20590 FORi=1T0n
2060A bi.ggest = 0
2061-0 FOR rornr = L T0 n
2062A IF (NOT pivot_ftag(row) ) ?nnu
20630 FOR col = 1 T0 n
2064A Ir {N0T pivot_f1ag(cot)) tUnr
20650 Abs_elernent = ABS(Work_I(row,co1))
2066A IF (Abs-eleln€Rt , = bigge$t) TflEN
2A67A biggest = Abs-element
20580 ironr = row
20690 icol = col-
2O7OO END IF
2O7LO END IF
24724 END FOR col
2A730 END rF
2074A END FoR ror^r
20750 pivot-flag( icol) =1
20760 IF (irow (, icol) TIiEN
20774 FOR col = 1 T0 n
2A78A SWAP Work*I(iror,i,col),Work*I(icol, col)
20794 END FOR col
2O8OO END IF
2081-0 swap-row(i)=irow
2CI820 sr*ap-col(i) =ico1
20$A IF (N0T(1,Iork-I(ico1, ieol))) TIIEN
2A84A PRINT#0;r| Bad ner,is ! singular matrix I no inverseri\
20850 singular-f1ag = 1
20860 EXIT i
2OB7O END IF
20880 pivot-inverse = 1y'Work_I(ico1,icol)
20890 Work-I ( ieo1, icol) =1
20900 FOR col = 1 T0 n
20910 Work-I (ico1, co1) =l{iork-I ( ico1, col)xpivot_inverse
20920 END FOR col-
20%A FOR row = 1 T0 n
2A91A IF (row, i ieol) THEN
2095A temP = Work-I(row,ieo1)
2A96A Work-I(ror.r,ico1) = g

20974 FOR col = 1 T0 n
20980 I,lorLI(row,col) = Uork-I(row,eol) - l,lorLl(icolrcol)x1erp
2A990 IF ABS (l/orLf (rorr, col) ) , trX-B : Work-I (row, col) = 0
21000 END FOR col
21010 END IF
2t020 END FOR rors
27A34 END FOR i
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2L040 IF NOT(singular_flag) TI|EN
21050 FOR swp = n T0 1 STEP -l-21060 Ip (swap_row(swp) < > swap_eot(swp) ) TnnW
zr_u tu f'OR row = 1 T0 n
21080 S!/Ap WorLI(row,swap_row(swp)), Work_I(row,swap*eo1(swp))21090 END FOR ror*
27!40 END I!'
2l-11-0 END FOR swp
2J.120 MAT*C0PY llIorLI,ou,tput:nat
21_130 END IF
2111'0 END DEFine MAT_INV
2LL50 :

21160 DE!'ine PRO0eclure MAT_SHOW (mat__name)
27I7A L0Ca1 i
21180 FOR i = 1 T0 DlMN(mat--narne,1)
2n190 pRItriT nat_nane(i,l- T0 DIMN(mat--name,2)) ,12120A END FOR i
2121-0 END DXFine MAT_Sil0tl
al aa^ .aL<<v.

2l-230 DEFlne PROCedure SWAp(n1,n2)
2L2lr0 n1 =nl+n2:n2=nl -n2t n1 =nl_-n2
21250 END DEFine SWAp
)1tA^.
21270 DEFine PROOedure MAT_C0MPARE (mat1,mat2)
2L280 L0Cal i, j, rows1, co1s1, rows2, cols22I29A roraisl = DIMN(matl) :eols1 = DIMN(matl,2)
2#0A rows2 = DIMN(mat2) :eols2 = DIMN(mat2,2)
Zfirc IF ((rows1==rows2)AND(cors1==corie)) innu2L320 diff = 0 : diff_flag = 0
2]j3A FORi=1T0rows1
2]?'1+A FORj=1T0cols1
2L350 diff = rnatl-(i,j) * nat2(i,j)
u36a rr (ABS(diff),1E_6) THEN
2I3lO PRINT "at rowrrli;rrcol rr;j;rrdiff = r';diff,
2L384 PRINT matl(i,j),mat2(i,j)
2L390 diff_f1ag = diff_flag+l
21400 END IF
21t+70 END FOR j
21420 END FOR i
21430 PRINT diff_flag;n differenees'r
23"/+40 EI^SE
2115A PRINT 'rmatrices are of different sizesil
2L/+60 END IT.
2l-470 END DEFine MAT_COMPARE
2t/+80 ;

2l-490 DEFine PR00edure MAT_C0py (fronr,_rnat, to__nat)
2L5AA LOCaI i, j, rowsl, cols1_, rows2, co1s2

?15\0 rowsl=DIMN(frorunat,1) :co1s1=DIMN(from__nat,2)
?15.CI rows2=DIMN(to*-nat,1-) :co1s2-DIMN(to_nat,2)
215j0 trF ((rowsLr>rows2) 0R (colsJ_,>co1s2)) TIIEN
2L5/+0 PRINT #0;'tMisnatch in MAT_C0py !";ST0p
27'54 END IF
21560 FORi=1T0rows1
2L570 FORj=1T0cols1
2L580 toJat(j",j) = fromrat(i,j)
23-590 END FoR j
27600 END FOR i
21610 END DEFine MAT_C0py
2162A z

2l-630 DEFine PR0Cedure MAT--I'{UL (mat1, mat2, mat*product)
n-6/.A LOCal i, j , j j, k, rowsJ., cols1, rowsZ, co1s2
2765A rowsl = DIMN(mat1,1) : co1s1 = DIMN(mail,Z)
2L66A rows2 = DIMN(rnat2,1) : co1s2 = OfUllinatZ,e)
2l-670 REMark what about a tJ_ x Nl or [N x 1j matrix ?
2l-680 REMark ie a row or colunn vector ?
21690 REMark transpose into a QL DIM array(l,N)
2L70A IF (cols1 AND rows2 AND (co1s1<,rows2)) TtiEN
217L4 PRINT#O; rrmismatctr in MAT_},!UL I 'r: ST0p2!720 ENr Ir
21730 not*co1s1 = 0
21740 REMark suppose co1s1 = O (actua11y = 1)

--- 
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21750 IF N0T(co1s1) : cols1 = 
"ows1 

: rowsl = 1 : not-colsL = 1
2L760 DIM l,rork-1(rows1, eolsl)
21770 FORi=LT0rowsl
2L780 fORj=1T0co1s1
21790 IF (not-eo1s1) THEN
21800 l/ork-l-(i,j) = natl(j)
2r_810 ErSr
2L820 !Jork-1(i,j) - matl(i,j)
2LB3O END IF
2LB4A END FoR j
21850 END FOR i
21860 REMark for co1s2 = 0 then DIM as colunn transpose matrix ?

21870 REMark when QL shorrrs DIMN(arcay,2) = O; it is aetually 1 l?
2l-BB0 IF (co1s2) THEN
27890 DIM lrtorkJ(rows2,cols2)
2L90A MAT-COPY mat2, Vofr]2
2l-9f0 DIM tJork J(ror,rsl,cots2)
21920 FORi=1T0rowsl
21930 FoR jj = 1 T0 cols2
2L940 FOR k = l- T0 co1s1
21950 Work-3(i,jj) = l^torkJ(i,jj) + Work-1(i,k)x I'lork-2(k,jj)
2T960 END FOR K
2L974 END roR jj
2I.9BO END FOR i
2L990 FOR i = l- T0 rowsl
22000 FOR jj = 1 T0 co1s2
22010 fF not-colsl TIIEN
22020 mat-proaluct(jj) = ilork J(i,jj)
22030 ELSE
2201+0 mat_product(i,ji) = l{orkJ(i,ji)
22050 END IF
22A60 END FoR jj
22070 END FOR i
22OBO ELSD
2209A DlM Work 2(1,rows2)
22104 FOR i = l- T0 rows2
22L10 tllork-2(1,i) = mat2(i)
22L20 END FOR i
22Va DIM l/ork-3(1,rowsl)
22L4A FORi=1T0rowsl-
22t50 FORk-1T0rows2
22160 Work-3(1, i) = Work J(f ,i) + l,lork-l-(i,k)x l,lork-2(1,k)
22L70 END FOR K
22LBO END FOR i.
22190 FORi=1T0rows2
22200 mat-product(i) = Wort l(f,i)
22270 END FOR i
22220 END IF
22230 END DEFine MAT-J'{UL

22240 t

22250 DEFine PRO0edure MAT-SCALE(input3at, scale-faetor, outputjat)
22260 L0Ca1 i, j
22270 DIM Work*F(DIMN(inputJat,l),DIMN(input-nat,2) )
2228A FOR i = 1 T0 DlMN(input--mat,J-)
22290 FOR i = 1 T0 DIMN(inPut-:nat,2)
2?,A0 itlork*F(i,j)=lnput-:nat(i,j)xscale-factor
22310 END FOR j
22320 END FoR i
22330 MAT-C0PY Work_F,output:nat
22340 END DEFine MAT-SCALE
))'14n,
22360 DEFine PRO0edure MAT*-ADD (natl, mat2, nat*sum)
22370 LOCal i, j, rowsl, co1s1, rows2, cols2
22380 rowsl = DIMJ(matl) :co1s1 = nIMN(mat1,2)
22390 rows2 * DIMN(mat2) :co1s2 = DIMN(mat2,2)
22t+00 IF ((rowst==rows2)AND(eo1s1==co1s2)) TIfEN
224L0 DIM Work-A(rowsl,cols2)
22/+20 FOR i = l- T0 ro'rsl
22430 FgRj=1T0cols1
22/,/+0 lllork-A(i,i) = rnatl(i,i) + rnat2(i.,i)
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224'0 END FOR J
22/+60 END FOR i
22/+70 MAT-COPY I.Iork-A, mat*sum
^./^^ 

FidF..+OV LLDD
22490 PRINT 'rnatrices are of different sizesrr
22'AO E\D IF
2251-0 END DlFine MAT*ADD
22520 :

22530 DEFine PR00edure MAT*SUB (nat1, mat2, mat-diff)
^^r 

, ^22140 L0Cal i, j, rowsl-, eo1s1, rows2, cols2
22550 rolisl = DIMN(rnat1) :co1s1 = DIMN(mat1,2)
22560 rows2 : DIMN(mat2) :co1s2 = DIMN(mat2,2)
22570 IF ((rows1==rows2)AND(cols1==co1s2)) THEN
22180 DIM WorLS(rowsl,cols1)
22190 FORi=1T0rowsl
^^z^^ ^^n 

lzzuvvrutlJ=Il.u(:(JI!'I
22610 Work-S(i,j) = matl(i,j) - mat2(i",j)
22620 END FoR j
22630 END FoR i
2264A MAT-C0PY Work-S, mat-diff
22650 Er,SE
22660 PRINT ilrnatrices are of different sizest'
22670 AND IF
22680 END DEFine MAT-SUB
22690 :

22700 REMark end of listing MATI\rNPROCs-bas

Vou snd Your Software-.iust
ffiood Fr$ends?
Part 10 - Comrnercial and Non-Commerciai
Geoff Wicks

Correction
Astute QL readers have poin-
ted ouf misfakes in my last
two articles. Lasl issue there
was a correction fram Wolf-
gang Uhlrg about Easyptr and
now lan Pizer wrfles that it is
possible fo get an alphabeti-
cal direclory list in Text97.
This is done by pressing TAB
when the unsorted list ap-
pear5.
Many thanks to Wolfgang and
lan for rnaking my QL work
and lhat of olhers easier
Geoff Wicks.

Fart 10 start here
When I first started writing this
series of articles about 18

rnonths ago I suggested there
were skilled programmers, who
were unskilled in program pre-

sentation, and skilled presen-
ters who were unskilled in pro-
gramming.

This statement had been in

spired by a program I had been
evaluating. lt did some clever
things with words, but I was
never able to discover quite
what. The programnrer: who is
no longer a QL user had been
unfortunate because iniiially his
program refused to run on my
sysiem. This was not his {ault
The problem was a minor ex
lension I had temporarily in

stalled while testing another
third party program
I recently looked at his program
again to discover what I did not
like about it, After loading the
program it started by asking
two questions. The first warned
about memory, ram disk use
and extensions that should be
present The second asked
whether or not I was usrng

QPC Were these questions
really relevant? A plus point
was that the program correctly

adlusted to the screen resolu-
tion, but then the opening
screen was alrnost blank. Just
a request to enter the parame-
ter {ile plus a {ew instructions,
My immediate reaction was,
"Whai is the parameter file?" I

pressed D for the defaults The
next screen was a list of 17

parameters, which could obvi-
ously be amended, and the
statement"action?'. Again I was
uncertain, but there was a small
amount of help so I pressed I

for intormation,
At this stage I started to de-
spair The first information
screen told nne nothing about
how to use the program. lt was
a long staternent oi iis history
and the systern requirements.
The next screen listed the files
on the disk and what the
program did, but not how to
use it. After reading four
screens I was still no wiser I

then discovered another set of
informaiion screens, all 6 of
them. The author had written
some clever routines for dis-
playing texi on screens of dif
f erent resolutions and was
showing these of t but they
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were irrelevant to the working
of the program. I was soon
wanting to scream out loud,
'Just tell rne what to do'
I pressed TNTFR to proceed
and was told the dictionary
could not be found When I

finally got the program working,
it was almost an anticlimax,
leaving me with a feeling of
'Was that it?" When I left the
program, I discovered it had left
all iis temporary files on my
hard disk
Perhaps surprisingly, I still con
sidered this program to be a

potential commercial product.
Here was clearly a skilled pro-
grammer who enjoyed working
with words and who probably
had the potential to produce a

range of recreational word pro-
grams. They would have been
of minority interest and per-
haps a little difficult to market,
but would have still been viable,
although probably not profi-

table What the program lacked
was the "fun" element and ease
of use. lt needed more visually
attractive screens and a sim-
pler way of inputting data and
parameters to make it addic-
tive.
I discussed the program with
another trader who had also
been evaluatrng it. When I said
the program needed some
changes, the other trader
replied, "No chance. I sugges-
ted a different front end and he
just exploded' With these
words a potential commercial
product bit the dust
About a year later I was at an

Erndhoven show, and was
asked to take a look at a pro-

gram. lt had an instant appeal. lt

looked different from the ave-
rage QL program, and the
author had obviously given
much attention to its design.
When I discussed the program
with him it was clear he had a
good working knowledge of

the Fasyptr suite and could ex
ploit it to full practical advan
tage. As he demonstrated the
program it drd most things he
claimed for it. Even without
hands-on experience, I felt this
program had commercial po

tential
The main snag for me was that
the program did not fit into the
Just Wordsl range because it

was not a word based pro
gram. However other traders
were also taking a close look
at it, and it is now on sale.
When I add that it has becorne
a SUQCESS, you will recognise
the program and the author
A third program I evaluated was
a Scrabble game. The author
had put a lot of effort into it,

and I was favourably im
pressed lt was bug ridden,
making it too easy to cheat, but
I was reasonably certain the
author had the skills to correct
this Although I would have
loved to have added the pro
gram to the Just Words! range, I

turned it down without any he

sitation This had nothing to do
with the quality of the program
There was just no way I could
solve the obvious copyright
problems,

These three examples illustrate
how a dealer must think when
evaluating a potential new pro-

duct. lt is not simply a matter of
whether a prograrn works or
not, or does what is clainned.

There are also marketing com
mercial and legal aspects.
When a dealer sells your pro

gram or other product, he is

also laying his own reputation
on the line and taking calcu
lated financial risks ln the QL
world these risks can be very
real. The financial loss to Just
Words! caused by the collapse
of IQLR was greater than 13%

of that year's rncome, and over
5 times the gross profits for
that year

It is theretore reasonable that a
dealer places demands on a

software author to rnake his
prograrn more comrneroally
attractive. When he does this it
is not necessariiy a criticism ol
the program or the program
nrer it is just thai the deaier has
the better knowledge of what
QL users are wanting and how
they wrll react to ihe product l{

a software author is unwilling
to make changes to his pro
gram before commercial re-
lease, then how will he react if
the first users discover a bug
or request new and improved
teatures? A trader has to be
able to trust his software au-
thors to produce the final pro

duct QL users are wanting.
lf you have written a program

or routine you think may be of
wider interest, do not be afraid
to discuss it with other users
and traders, but do not expect
an easy ride. lf it does have

comrnercial potential you will
not be on your own. The trader
will be there to ofler help in

rewriting the program or will

know the people who can help
rn rewriting. [ven if you are not
a skilled programmer but have
a viable idea, we may be able
to make a commercial product
out of it The important point,

no matter how good or how
bad your programming is is a

willingness to be {lexrble, to
learn and to make changes.
The QL community is full of
creative people. Their talents
should be shared

This series is now complete. lt
has been well read and attrac
ted a lot of interest. Many
thanks to all for the many
comments and feedback.
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&tor€ 0n SARNET
Tim Fuller
The four articles on SERNFT in QL Today Volume 5 lssue 1 were
of great interest to me as I have acquired a Q40 and now have
the task of copying many rnegabytes of files from my Aurora
hard disk ts that of the Q40.

STRNET seemed just right for
the job, so I made up a lead
with 25-pin connectors on each
end according to Figure 1 in the
article by Dilwyn Jones. To test
the lead I tried copying files
between serl on the Q40 and
ser3 of the superHermes on
the Aurora, and found it would
copy only to the Q40 The
reason must be, I think, that in
the first place superHermes
thinks it is connected to a real
modem so does not expect to
receive any data from the line
until a carrrer has been detec
ted by the modem, and in the
second place superHermes
does not contarn a pull up resis
tor to assert the DCD signal
when the pin is not connected.
Presumably the Q40's serial in-
ter{ace does have such a pull-

up, and a QL serl or ser2
would not need DCD as these
interfaces have only one hand
shake signal in each direction.
My theory is supported by the
fact that file copying was pos-
sible in both directions when I

had connected DCD to DSR at
each end of the lead, though I

should have been able io get
away with the connection only

at the superHermes end. How
ever I wanted the lead to be
generally useful. So I conclude
that a true null modem lead
should have DCD connected to
DSR at each end The pins will
be B and 6 on a DB25, but 1

and6onaDB9
The reason I tested my Iead on
ser3 was force of habit, as I

know f rom experience that
ser3 works faster and more
reliably than serl and se12 on a

QL Also I hoped I could de-
ceive SERNET into thinking
ser3 was ser2 by using the
redirection facility provided by
the ipcextuk-bin resident ex-
tensions that come with super
Hermes despite the warnings
in the articles. However this did
not work, so I have been usrng
the Qpac2 Files menu to back
up my Aurora to the Q40 using
serZ at 9600 Baud lt does
seem slow, but I can see pro-
gress when the Q40 hard disk
activity light flashes regularly
Sometrmes though the flashing
stops, so I assume that then
SERNET is repeatedly trying to
send the same packet without
SUCCCSS,

SERNET would be much more

useful to superHermes users if
ii could be rnade to work with
ser3. The speed would be {our
times greater; perhaps more
because of the rncreased reii

ability, lt appears that SERNFT
does not work with ser3 be-
cause rt opens separately the
receive and transmit sides ot
the serial port it is using (see
pages 35 37 of the SMSQ(E)
manual) lf this is essential to
StRlllET and cannot be altered
there would still remain the
possibility of having superHer
mes allow separate opening o{
stx3 and srx3. I wonder if there
rs anyone willing and abie to do
ihe work?
Jochen replies: Trm is abso-
lutely right: independant re-
ceive and fransrnff cfrannefs
are essential for SFRNET The
reasonable solution would be
a driver for superl-lerrnes
which anso supponfs lndepen-
dant rx and tx channels.
Eut you can double fhe speed
by cheaffng; SFR? sends
happily at 1920A baud and
SER3 recejves at ffi2A0 ba;d.
df you make up a specral cable
wifh three connecfors, two at
the QL side which connecf fo
SFRZ for fransrnlssion and
SFRJ for receiption, and con-
figure SERNET lo use 5FR2
and SER3, fhen you can nof
only double the speed buf
also use SERNET on non-
5MS8E machines fooops, f'nr

cuffing sales herel)

Pnegra rar rning FnoWesS $n

Sffiesie - Part 3
Wolfgang l-enerz

As promised last time, we will now look a bit
closer at the PW function. We have already seen
thrs in the example program (line 210), but I

haven't really explained what il does and why it
rs necessary so here goes'

The FW function
As you will have noticed in the description con
cerning the FWcreate keyword, you have to give
this keyword a type followed often by several
tags. This is also true for other keywords noia-
bly FWchange and FWquery whrch we will see
a bit further on. Now, iypes and tags are actually
numerical values, ie the tag 'TYPE-CUTLINE" is

equal to the value $4F55544C and the tag
'P0S|TION*B[LOW' is equal to the value

$11000004 ln other words, they are numeric
constants.
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You can, of course, use these direct values in the
functions and keywords instead of the pretty
names. So you could write
obj ect=PUcreate(0, $4F55r4C, . . . " )

thus creating an outline type. This however is not
very legible, and then you would have to know
the value of each tag. ln the documentation, only
the names are given, not lhe numerical vaiues
Also, the code would not be very readable...

Moreovef since there are over two hundred tags
ancj a few types, ihis wouid mean that learning ail

the values by heart would be a bit ditficult This
problem doesn't exist for 'C' or assembler pro-
grammers who can define 'rnclude tiles' which
contain all o{ these values and define them as
"variables", since these variables later no longer
exrst, but this is not really feasible in basic

One could, of course, simply have a procedure
initialising all the variables, something like,

DEFine PR0Cedure i-nit-tags
TYPE_OUTLINE

POSITION_BEtOW
= $l*4r45/+4c
= $11000004

{.. and s0 on for the 220 remaining tags)
END DEFine init-tags

and then re-use that procedure in every program
using Prowess.
Since there are m0re than 220 definitions like
that, each Sbasic program in Prowess would
already be at least 220+ lines long (or if you
number in increments of ten, lines 10 lo 22lA+
would already be taken ) without you having
done anythingl This would lead to an inflation in
program size, and every SBasic program in

Prowess would have to include this, nraking the
inflation even larger stilll

This is why the PW keyword exists lt is a

function which takes as parameter the narne of a

type/tag and returns the value for it.
Thus, FW is a function, used as follows:
result=PH(tae$)

tag$ is the tag or type to get it would be best if

this were within quotes. lt is possible to ieave it

without quoies since the keyword should be
intelligent enough to figure this out. Howevel
leaving the quotes out might give rise to pro

blems when compiling your prograrn later on, so
it is pre{erred to give the name of the tag
between quotes.
The names for the tags (and types) can be found
in the part of the Prowess Sbasic lnterface

manual containing a detailed description of them
lf you have a look at the manual, you will notice
that they all start with 'PW', and have the format
PW(.name") e g, PW('TYPE-OUTLINE') The C'

nnanual uses the entire name, including the 'PW-'.

ln the PW function, you only type the narne part.

l{ doesn't matler whether y0u wriie the actual
name in upper 0r lower case. However, since in the
manual they are all described in upper case this
has beenused throughout this series (as well as in
the SBasic manual) and in all of the examples
As an example, in the manual, you might find the
name PW{'OUTLINE-QUIT-ACTlOf,{') for a certain
tag ln SBasic, you would thus write:
objeet'PIccreate( " ." ", PW( r0UTLINI_QUIT_ACTI0N' 

)

...).
There, that wan't too difficult was it?

And now for something completely ditferent

LJsing strings in Prowess
Whilst using Prowess in SBasic is generally not
very difficult, curiously enough, one must pay a
little bit more attention to what one does wrth
strings, if they are used as parameters for the
PWxxxx keywords. (This short explanation does
not concern the FW function explained above
nor the other keywords which don't start with
'PW', where strings are handled normally). Some
ol the tags or types passed to the keywords
use string parameters, for example, the text in

the title of an outline obyect. Unless you adhere
to the rules explained below there can be a

slight (ahem) problem. But first a little history
lesson is rn order:

A little history
The potential problem here stems from the
question' how long is a piece of string? This
happens to be not only a bad pun, but also the
true reason things get so involved here. lt was
originally foreseen that Prowess would be pro
grammed in 'C' (and, possibly, Assembler) To a

large extent, Prowess itself is programmed in 'C'.

The 'C' language uses a certain way to deter-
mine how long a string is: it starts at the start of
the string (it knows where that is), and then
strings along (groan) until it finds a \0, ie a

CHR$(O) lt then knows where the end of the
string is, and so it can determine how long the
string itself is

As you may know the QL normally uses another
way ol handling strings: the characters of the
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string are preceded by two bytes which contain
the length of the string So, there rs no CHR$[0)
at the end and lhe same slring "lsn't computing
great"looks, in memory, as follows,

rn normai QL mode:
(length wor"d) Isn't computing great
and rn 'C':

lsntt computi-ng greatO

Use CH R$
Of course, these two ways of doing thrngs are
incompatible. This means that you, the program
mel rnust rnake sure that your strings always end
with a CHR$(O) as is required by Prowess: if you
pass a string variable {such as a$), make sure
that a$ contains a CHR${0) at the cild:
a$=a$&CHR$(0) Likewise for arrays: if you pass
(part of) an array, this must end with CHR$(0),

DrM B$(20,40)

B$(5)=B$(5)&cHR$(o)

Strings drs not copi€d
The strings you pass to Prowess are not always
copied to a safe place, since Prowess in many
casss thinks (just like most 'C' programs) that it
you pass it a string, then you should damn well
keep the string until it has finished This means
that you cannot pass a direct string (e,g. sorne-
thing between quotes), or the result of a string
{unction, to any of the PWxxxN keywords, you
musl always pass them a string variable (with the
CHR${0) at the end).
Moreove[ this string variable should not be a

LOCaI variable, since lhese are thrown away
when you quit the function/procedure where
they were declared (unless you are sure that the
object won t need the string any more when you
quii the {unction/procedure, e.g. i{ you remove
the object before leaving the function/proce-
dure )

Fortunately enough there are one or two
exceptions, Sorne of the tags allow a string para

nneter with COPY', which means ihat Prowess
does copy the string to a safe place ln these
cases you can pass a direct string. These tags
generally contain the word 'COPY' at the end, so
they are easy to recognise. This is also men
tioned in the manual where the types and Tags
are detailed.

Tha l"ules for passing strings
ln short, here are the rules for passrng strings,

lF the tag with which you use the string, is a

COPY tag you can use any kind of stringr
string variables LOCaI or global
(slices of) string arrays LCCaI or global
direct strings
(results of) string functions

lF the tag is not a copy tag, use only,
- global string variables

{slices ot) global string arrays

but do NOT use a direct string or a string func
iion. You MAY use LOCaI variables if you are sure
that you won't leave the function/procedure
where lhey are declared before removing the
objeci

ln all cases, append a CHR$(O) at the end

Attention, strrng functions are not only those you
make yourself in Basic and which return a string,
but also such machine code functions as "&":

Never pass as parameter:

a$&cHR$ ( 0)
but always write
a$=a$&cHR$ (0)
and then pass a$

Finally, one small bonus, whenever you can pass
a direct string (or string function), there is no need
to append a CHR$(O) at the end, this will be done
automatically,

Array handling
ln the 'C' interface, some iags allow you to pass
string arrays (for example
PW('MENU-ADD-ARRAY'). lt has been attempted
to keep this functionality, so that you can also
pass SBasic arrays to the corresponding SBasic
keyword. This is no problem, it you keep the
following in mind,

,All array elements must end with a CHR$(O)
The reason for this rs explained above.

-, Only pass a two dimensional string array {e.g.
DIM a$(10,20))

-,When you pass an array after a tag requirrng
such an array, the array itself is generally pre

ceded by two numbers which contain:
- The number of the elements in the array. This
is quite straightforward and should correspond
to the first dimension of the array (ie
DIMN(a$,1)+1, which would be 11 in the above
example) The "+1" is due to the tact that arrays
start at element 0, but DIMN returns the
number of elements as used in DlM.
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The maxirnum length of each element of the
array +2 (or 3). The maximum length is of
course the second dimension of the array {i.e.
DIMN(a$,2), which is 20 in the above example)
You must always add either 2 or 3 to this
number - 2 if the length of the array is an even
number 3 if it is an uneven number This takes
care of the two bytes in front o{ each element
of the array and which, as is usual in the QL
coniains the actual length of this element of
the array, and of the possible padding byte if

the length of the elements is uneven. I would
recommend you always use a[rays ol an even
second dimension, so you can forget about
whether you should add 2 or 3 and always add
2 automatically

, Don't forget that arrays start at element 0l
Ixample,

DIM a$(2,20)
a${ 0) =ttElement oner'&CHn$(0)
a$( 1) = "B1sment twott&cHR$(0)
a$( 2) = "g1sment three rr &CHR$( 0)
("".)
xobj =Pllcreate ( . . " PI{( I IENU-ADD*ARRAY, ), 3,
DIMN(a$,2)+2, a$, " ". )

or a more generic example,
DlM a$(x,y)
a$( 0) ="B1sment oner'&CHR$(0)

a$( 1) = 
t'Plsment twor' &CIfi$ (0)

a$(2) =t'glsment threet'&CHR$(0)/\t...1
a$(x) = "g1sment xt'&CHR$( 0)
(."")
length=DlMN( a$,2) +2

length=length + (fength && 1)
xobj -pt{create( . . . pLI( tImNU_ADD*ARRAY' ),
x+1,lengthra$r"..)

The iength=length + {length && 1) part 0f this
program makes sure that I is added to length if
length is uneven: (x && 1) returns 1 if x is uneven,
and 0 if it is even

Sorne additional string handling
keywords
There are also some additional keywords con
cerning string handling, the purpose of which is

to make some part of the string handling a bit
easier,

MKSTRING$
Sometimes some of the query or change lags
do not return a string, bul a pointer to a string.
This is an address where the string lies in the

(completeiy useless) 'C' format The MKSTRING$
f unction looks at the string located at that
address and returns rt to SBasic as a real string.
The Syntax of this function is as follows,
Str in g$ = 1495?rtltrG$( addre s s )

where address is the address returned bv
n"^,,,^-^
T IIJ WC5).

Example,
l-iterut=PLIquery ( my-loos e*itenuob j e c t,
PW('IOOSE_TEXT',))
iterutext$=MKSTRING$ ( 1-itenr-t )

This queries the item (a loose itemJ and gets a
pointer to the text of the item from it and then
makes a string out of this which ts returned in

rtem-text$.

MKl-EN
Sorne of the Prowess calls will set a string
passed to them to a new value. Of course,
Prowess only sets this in the 'C' format i.e. it
forgets to set the new length of the string in the
precedding length word (actually, Prowess
doesn't even know that there is a length word
before the slring) MKLEN does that it r^nakes

sure that a string passed to it will be the correct
length il stops lust before the first CHR$(O) rn

that string. Use this only when ihe string was
modified by Prowess, i.e when it is a (call and)
return parameter to Prowess. The length of the
string thai will be sei does not count the
CHR$(0) at ihe end - in other words, this will no
longer be part of the SBasic string

The Syntax of this keyword is,

MKLEN string$

l\AKLnf.l0
This does the same as MKLEIV, bui keeps the
CHR$(0) at the end

Both of these keywords should be used ONLY
when you are sure that there is, indeed, a

CHR$(0) at lhe end lf not, and especially in a

corrpiled program it could happen that the
variable stops where another starts without a

CHR$(O) to separate theml The new length
would then count until the first Cl-iR${0), re at the
end of the next variable (perhapsl)

ln the next instalment of what is no longer really a

mini-series, we'll try to refine our exarnple pro-
gram a little bit
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440/[-inux Journal
Tirn Swenson

About 10 years ago, I was
editing the Captial Area Timex
Srnclair User Group Newsletter
I found that there were a nurn-
ber of articles on programming
that I wanted to wrrte, but I felt
they really did not fit the rea-
dership of a User Group letter:
So, I decided to create a news-
letter lust for such articles, and
the QL Hacker's Journal was
born.
Now with Linux available on the
Q40 the discussion of Q40/
Linux related issues really don't
fall within the scope of a QL
publication like QL Today, Given
that a good idea can still be a
good idea 10 years later l've
decided to create the Q40/
Linux Journal.
The aim of the Journal is to
cover topics that apply dlrectly
to running Linux on the Q40.
General questions about how
to create user accounts, how
to change file permissions, etc.
are best left to the whole horde
of Linux books available. The
Journal will focus on topics
such as; using the sound on
the Q40 with Linux, support for
ethernet cards, features of the
newly ported kernels, what
packages have been tested
and work on the Q40, and so
0n.
The audience of the Journal is
f rom the experienced Unix
user {and know that there is still

a lot to learn) and the relative
newcomer to Unix that is trying
Linux because it is available on
the Q40 My first goal is lo
document the things that I want
to know and add other areas
that readers would like to see
covered,
I've been thinkrng about this
Journal for a number of months
and have thought about how
best to approach it. I had
thought that a single, updata
ble, document would be the
best way to document using
Linux on the Q40 The down
side to this idea is that it would
be kind of difficult for users to
keep track of which version of
the document they have, and
what recent changes went into
the document. With a Journal
format, users would know what
is new as it would all be in a

single document.
The best medium for distri
buting the Journal is via the
ql-developers mailing list, As
much as it is listed as the
ql-developers list, it is really the
Q40/Linux mailing list, I don't
know if all Q40/Linux users are
on the list, but I do believe the
majority are. I plan to post each
issue to the mailing list and
then place it on my web page.
With past issues being on a

web page, anyone coming late
into the Q4O/Linux world can
quickly get up-to-date with

what's going on, and hopefully
use the Journal to answer
questions before posting thern
to the mailing list
The ql-developers mailing list
has been a good source of
informaiion, and with the list
archive, the discussions can be
documented for posterity. But,
it can take some trme to plow
through the archive to find the
right answer to a question. A
lot o{ the discussrons gotng on
are the group, collectively figu
ring out the answer to a pro-

blem, sometirnes taking a

wrong turn. The advantage of
the Q40/Linux Journal is that it
will be documenting the
answer after it has been found.
Being a good procrastinator; I

do not have an issue ready, but
by making such a public
statement pretty much puls me
on the hook. I do have some
ideas for articles and do know
who to 'volunteer" to write on
areas that they know.
Like the QHJ, the Q40/Linux
Journal will probably come out
on an irregular basis, depen-
ding on what new work has
been done and what new
things users have tried Like
the QHJ, I know that feedback
will be limited, but I do hope
that the work involved with be"
nefit the QL community
Now lneed to go torth and get
the first issue done I hope to
have the first issue ready for
the QL 2000 show
To get on the list send an email
to Bruce@qltoday"corn

V/hy always me,,,? or How bad
ls,iek turns !nto sorn€thin$ positlve
Jochen Merz

ln the past few weeks I have
had very bad luck in terms of
hardware problems' first, the
fast serial port SER4 of my
nnain A-lARl TTs died

(permanent shortcut in the
serial cable), Rather tragically
for me since this is the fastest
port and I used it to connect
my two TTs via STRNET This

ensures that I have always the
same data on both computers
as a backup - which is a pretty
safe method. Other serials
ports are occupied by the dot
matrix printer modem etc. and
can only handle a maximum of
19200 or 38400 Baud The
mailbox TT's serial ports are
also used up completely by
the modems etc.
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lf that was not enough, my
main TT died one day after the
Findhoven meeting. A strange
smell, and a few moments later
it was dead. OK power-sup-
ply swapped nothing no sign
of life Panicl
There is a reason why I call
this TT my "marn TT", I use it
for virtually everything (caicu-
lations invoices, programming
etc..) except for internet ac-
^n.. A nnl i, rni rc F rrl, I rln nugJ). r1ilu lu)r d) uou. r orJU

still use it as a native AlARl, in

ordsr to print QL Today on it
and do the layouts
But I had still the Q40 Because
it was still lacking 4 serial ports
it led a shadowy existence and
I actually took it only to QL
meetings. Well, a very good
replacement for the QL/SMSQ
part of the TT The TT's hard
disk had survived, but it is not
possible to connect this SCSI
harddisk (or my Syquest
removeable, SCSI too) to the
Q40 But the solution was rela'
tively simple: conroct this hard-
disk to the mailbox TT and
trans{er via SERNET to Q40
The main problem was to
having only two serial connec-
tors on the Q40, One was
already used by the mouse, so
only one remains. So I have to
use it for the printet sorne-
trmes for SERNET sometimes
for a modem to send faxes.
Not the best solution, but what
could I do.? I was glad to have
a workrng system.
Very positive: The speed of the
Q40 is impressivel I am using
the Q40 now for some time and

am very positively surprised All
my prOgrams run - much faster!
Unfortunately I did not have
much time due to whole bad si

tuation and the time lost there
by did not allow me to ex-
periment with the colours (Bui

George Gwilt has dealt with ihe
colours in detail in his article)
The solutron for the lost ATARI

side o{ the TT was not so
simple, unfortunately. There is

Calarnus tor ihe PC, but this

rneant I had to get all my data
from the ATARI to the PC For-
tunately, I still had another SCSI
removeable drive, which works
both with the PC and with the
ATARI Only one single 32MB-
Partition was allowed to exist,
otherwise the PC does not like
the ATARI format and the PC
does not support more than
one partition on one medium,
but betler this way than no-
thing at all Atter some hours
all my data was on the PC.

Windows prints correctly if you
print to a printer connected to
the parallel port But if the
same printer is connected via
serial {the parallel port goes to
the Q40 and I do not want to
swap cables here loo, like I

have to do on the serial port of
the Q40 as rnentioned before),
then some dif f erent data is
sent and the printout is never
correct. Solution' new printer
drivers from the lnternet. Not
quite, even more faults in the
printout. No solution swap
cablesl I won't continue with
the problems I have with the
ATARI-PC solution, it probably
won't interest you.
On with Q40. I had to get used
to it slightly The screen reso-
lution is similarly to the TT and
easily readable on a 17'moni-
tor You have to have at least a
15', 14' is loo small. But even
17"-monitors do not cost a for-
tune nowadays. The TT can
only handle 4 colours (ai
mode 4), the Q40, howeve[
has 65536 colours, the stored
displays occupies much much
more memory than before. I

could easily start 30 display-
filling QSpreads to the 20MB of
my TT without running out of
memory. Q40 already com-
plains about starting the Bth
QSpread. Each job grabs
about lMB only for memory to
store the display background.
For the mailbox functionality,
for which my Q40 was actually
planned, 16MB is enough; but I

wouid recommend to every-

one to equip Q40 with 32MB
After few days only plugging
the cables all the tirne was get
ting on my nerves and I deci-
ded I had to get a new serial
card At first, when I got Q40 I

had two cards {hard disk, tlop-
py, 2 Ser I Par) in the computer
but there were interrupt con
flicts {the well-known PC pro
blem - and PC cards are used
in the Q40) and so I had to
remove a card. lt took some
searching, but I got a freely
configurable ISA card (no

Plug&Play), not inexpensrve
but available. The card has 4
serial and 3 parallel interfaces
and must therefore be put in

together with a carC whrch
holds the HD interface, floppy
controller etc,, otherwise I

would have no floppy and hard
disk. Soon I had the mouse
working on all four serial ports
-l was happyl
All three PARs also worked at
the first attempt. Wowl
Too much luck for me, proba-
bly, the Q40 did not want to
speak to my other TT via
SERNET I had gone through all

the configurational possibilities
but it wasn't until I used a serial
interface tesier at SER4 and
figured out that SER4 of my
other TT was totally dead - all

lines with the exception of
Carrier Detect were gone. No
idea whal has killed it. Whether
it was simply an unfortunate
coincidence or a result o{ this
short-cut no idea! Especially
since serial ports are desgined
for 'hot plugging" and should
survive wrong connections
and short cuts, But the com-
puters have iheir age and
were also very reliable tor
many many years.

I thoughl: use a slower pori...

better than nothing at all. But
as soon as one sends data
taster than 300 Baud, half or
more of the date gets lost on
the receiving Q40 side Again
in a deadlocklr Despair; many
telephone calls with Tony
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Iebby triai, and now finally the
serial porls work. There must
be only one interrupt per port,
otherwise hardware problems
arrse. Tony's software can han-
dle all devices sharing one
interrupt but as soon as more
than one devlce rs connected
to the same interrupt, they

fight tor the interrupt level The
new card is fortunately, very
freely configurable so that I

can take e.g" 7 and X1 for serial
port 3 and 4 li worksl l"-lurrayl!

Still better, my main TT arrived
back from repair I copied eve
rything back, and the Q40 can
take over the mailbox TT and

do the tob I bought it for
At present I copy the mailbox
data over a slower port, the
Q40 should soon replace the
rnailbox TT and you should
benefit from faster BBs's. More
(hopefully) in the next issue
3 days later: the Q40 has
replaced the BBS TT!

Lmtter-Bmx
ierome Grimbert writes to tell his experience of
the new colour drivers tor the QXL:
iast evening, I made some additional experiments
with disp-colour'
contrary to what I read, it is possible on the QXL
to swiich between the GD2 driver and the old
one (and vice-versa)'
I started in 1024x768 x 16 bits. I never was abie

to get 1024x168 x mode 4iB; but
disp*colour 0,800r600

does work and puts the display in 800x600 x
mode 4/8

disp*colour 3,800,500
does work also, givrng the 800x600 x 16 bits
Also 640x480 did work fine
But I never succeed lo get 512x256 working,
even when starting with SMSQF configurated to
512x256x16 bits (display shows garbage),
But the good news is that it rneans that text87 will

not require a reboot to get the right screen mode..

My web pages for the QL are now at

http ://www.crosswi nds" netl- g ri m bertlql
which includes my High Colour Sprite tditor:

.W. Wright writes a response to the keyboand
interface help request in QL Today:
ln reply to John Rish "Desperately seeking."
query in QL Today Volume 5 lssue 2

It is a Schon PS/2 keyboard interface I obtained
one from TK Computerware in 1989.
The kit comprised the inter{ace, a moditied QL
top case, a PC type keyboard The top case had

the key area cut away and resulting hole being
covered with a piece of fibre board fixed with
small self tappers at the corners. The 6 pin DIN
plug was fitted to the left hand bottom corner o{
the fibre board. I later found that the keyboard
had been {itted with a small additional circuit
board coniaining 2 transistors and a small
number o{ resistors elc between the conneciing
cable and the circuit board.

This kit was fitted to my QL and I found that I had
a very stable system which accepted further
hardware updates without a flicker After 9 years
of faultless use I started to get occasional
missed keystrokes and additional characters.
I met trony Firshman at a computer fair and dis-
cussed these problems with him. He suggested
cleaning the keyboard contacts This I did, curing
the missed keystrokes, but not the additional
characters. Cver the following months further
faults developed in my QL, mainly faulty ram
chips (old age?) which resulted in the destruction
of my hard disk I again contacted Tony through
TF Services asking if my computer could be
repaired. He agreed to try but after 1 or 2

attempts the keyboard still gave trouble At this
point I decided to eliminate the problem by asking
him to fit a superHermes. This was done and the
various pieces of redudant hardware were
returned with my repaired QL,
I have compared the photographs with my Schon
interface and it matches exactly in all respects.
From memory, I recall that an earlier version of
this interface using the existing keyboard gave
trouble with key bounce, etc and was given bad
reviews. A later review of the PS/2 version said
that it had cured all the earlier version's taults
(hence my purchase). The bad reviews may have
affected sales as it took TK Computerware
about 7 months to obtain my kit
I hope the above ramblings will answer John
Rish's query and prove useful,

Ralf Rekrjndt also told us - with surprise that rt

is a Schon interface.

Peter Marsh writes:
The keyboard interface on page 7 was sold
under the name of "SCHON" back in 1987 WITH
KFYBOARD for t99,95 .
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Abou*t Fr$nt$mg Aeeented
FI ,

Lne raeters
lan Pizer

ln order to see accented cha-
racters on your QDOS screen
you need to have a list of the
combination of keys 10 get
what you want. Below is my list.
(consult Jan Jones Handbook
page i84 or the originai QL
USIRS GUIDE, or just try the
combinations shown below).

But these combinations may
not suit your printer so you
nEed io load a TRAnslate pro-
gram which lranslates the
codes necessary for your
nrintar
|Jr rr lrur,

w &L trodep

I use a BASIC program written
by Jan Eredenbeek of Holland
which will do this for you pro
vided you know which codes
need to be translated. This pro-
gram was once available on a
Bulletin Board but yoLl can find
it on disk UG02 of the QUANTA
Library, (in extremis ask me for
a cOp!:
i an p i ze r@co m p use rve" oo rn),

This program allows you lo use
L, 2, or 3 codes in the transla-
tion. For example, e backspace^ would give you e with a cir-
cumflex {101 B 94) I use this
translate method when I print
from QD but i{ TRAnslate is

operative when I use Text87 I

must print to PARD to avoid the
translation which is not needed
(thanks to Roy Wood).
Once you have run the BASIC
program it makes a TRA pro-
gram for you whose size is

263 bytes To make the transla
tion operative you do

a=alchp (263 )
lbytes rrinLTRA, a

TRA a

You cannot do it with LRESPR
To make inoperative do TRA 0
I have recently heard of a pro-
gram called Clavier (French for
Keyboard) which may be even
more flexible than TRA. lt can
be downloaded from Jochen
Merz's BB.

ln QUANTA hlarch 2000, Page
34, Dr Teply has rnanaged to
have about 30 accented cha
racters for the Czech language
and some with an inverted cir'
cumflex {the character above 6
on keyboard that I call circum
flex but it probably has a pro-
per name!), which the method
above cannot do.

Foreign character sets are
an issue which rnatter to
qurte a lot of QL Today
readers. Thanks to lan for
giving us an example which
works on QDOS and
Q[ /Cn /rJIVIU\.I/ L.

We also get requests about
other language options for
SMSQ/E As most of you
know, English, French and
German keyboard tables,
translation tables and cha
racter sets are built into
SMSQ/E lt is possible to
choose between the iangua
ges by selecting them with
LANG-USE, KBD*TABLE or
TRA, followed by ihe
country code (GB, FD) or the
phone prefix for that country
{44, 33, 49). Thrs will seNect

the error messages key
board layouts and printer
translations of the given
country.
It is possible to extend this
scheme by adding new mo-
dules to SMSQ/I You can,
therefore, add a module to
SMSQ/F which allows you io
select Denish keyboard by
typing KBD-TABLE DK.
However before this is pos
sible, somebody needs to
prepare the right keyboard
tables and error messages,
This should be done by
somebody who has a minor
knowledge of machine code
(it is mainly changing values
in a table) and who knows
the keyboard table very well
We can't do it I have no
concept of other languages
than English or German, and
somc keyboards have fancy
features like non spacing
characters {for accents).
l{ you would like to prepare a

table and the messages,
please contact usl {This invita-
tion goes to everybody who
uses a keyboard different to
tnglish, French and German)

ASCII HEX

130 82
I t4 nnrr+1 0u
140 BC

r42 8[
LzB 80

144 90 e
13t 83 6
145 9r e
143 8F d

148 94 I

l4V 93 r

149 95 i
146 92 1

151

150
152
l4n
TJL

154
r53
.LJJ

135

CHAR KTYS

i r-q,,U VUL

d t--

du,
ir-uv,

a Cesc

CO

Cfi
C1

CI

r-q0

CSO

CSC
LbL
CSQ
CSP

Fc4+c3f
C5 u)
vt --Jr

F
r- CJvl l
^'cOUU
aaUU
r'q/

v/ o

966
980
84o
9A u CS;

99 ri Cg
vbuL;
87 Ll C'

136 88 e
r37 89 n

163 A3 r
1-71 h rLIL r\U O"

111 81 xr

176 B0 p"
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Fnogrnmryl$rug im Ass€rmb8er - Fart g
Norrnan Dunbar

You can relax this time - this part is fairly short

AAaths Stack
The maths stack rs where all internal mathematical calculations of {loating point variables are done. lt rs

also used to allow parameters passed to machine code procedures and functions to be 'collected

from the user and passed to the registers etc for use by the procedurs 0r function.

The maths stack rs srmply an area of memory which can be used for all these fancy calculations,
parameter handling etc, There is nothing {much) specral aboul it and it is ALW,AYS addressed internally
using register Al (relative to A6 but you knew that didn't you?)

One of the first things I learned when wnting extensions to SuperBasic was that on entry to a function
or procedure, the Al register is set to a vaiue corresponding to the top of the maths stack This is a

MYTH and is not correct.

The value in register A1 can be anything on entry to a machine code function or procedure. I have done
a lot oi investigating (thanks to QMON2) and come up with the following rules'

lf you want a surtable value in A1 for the top of the maths stack, then either fetch sorne parameters or
load it from BV-RlP

This means that if a function wants to return a value which functions usually do - and the function has
no parameters then you must ioad 41 from BV*R|P(A6)before calling the BV-CHRIX vector to reserve
spacc, As I {ound out to my cost, not setting A1 is a good way to trash the systeml

lf your function does have parameters, then AFTER they have been fetched, A1 rs set ok, up until that
time, it is not and has the following possible values'

A1 Nesative
It A1 is a negative number then your function has been cailed as part of an expression such as,

PRINT 10 x MY*FUNCrrOu(pI, F2, F3 " . . .)

The number in Ai is the number of bytes that have already been used on the maths stack for the'10' in

this case This wrll be 6 as the 10 will be stored as a floating point number

A1 Zero
lf the number in A1 is zero, then your functron has been called thr:s'

PRINT MY*FUNCTI0N(pI-, p2, pj .".") 0r
PRINT MY*FUNCTI0N(p1, p2, p3 ....) + 10

and no bytes have been used on the rnaths stack yet.

A1 Ppsitive
lf Al is greater ihan zero then this rmplies that there are ihat many bytes available on the maths stack
and calling bv-chrix to allocate stack space will not move the maths stack around in memory,

NOTH: I have NTVER seen this docurnented and rt has been discovered by me during long debugging
sessrons Now that SMSQ is here, the above rntormation may no longer be valid. The ONLY thing to
remember rs that on entry to a procedure 0r function, AI DOIS NOT hold a suitable value for the top of
the maths stack as stated in various documents.
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So that is the real situation and not as specified in the documentation. I took ages to debugg one
simple function I wrote, which had no parameters and required some space on the maths stack for its
result. Take a look at the code in the colour furrctions (green, red etc) we wrole back at the start of this
article and you will see the following code,

returrr--d7 move"l bv-rip(a6)ra1 I Because we had no parameters passed
moveq #2rdJ. ; Size of stack space required
move.w bv-chrixra2 ; Routine to allocate maths stack spase
jsr (a2) ; Go get some space N0 ERRORS OCCUR !

As you can now see, we load Al trom BV-RIP because none of the functions had any parameters
passed Had that one line of code been missed out, your QL would have crashed fry it if you likel

Values on the maths stack must be stored at even addresses. For integers, long integers and tloating
point values, this is not a problem. Strings, on the other hand, must be set up correctly with the word
detining the size on an even address and the bytes of the string following Odd length stririgs should
have an extra padding byte to keep the A1 maths stack pointer even.

lf you read back to the section above entitled 'Keeping things even' then you will see how to do this lf
you are reiurning a siring from a function, you will neeci to reserve spac0 for ihe string its word c0unt
and a possible spare byte for padding Refer to the explanation above and you will see why the
following code'just works',

ret-string move"w (aO) r0t
addq. w #3,d3-
bclr #0,dl
move"w bv_chrixra2
jsr (a2)

; Assume the string to return is at (A0)
3 +2 fox size i,rord + l- for padding if reqd
; Make even - removes padding if not reqd
; Routine to allocate maths stack space
; Go get some space N0 ERRORS OCCIJR J

Of course, I am assuming that Ai holds a suitable value. The code above will request an even amount
of space for a string result First we fetch the length into Dl this is the number of characters in the
siring only

We then add 3 to Dl, This is 2 for the word count and one for a possible padding byte By clearing bit
zero of D1 we force the number to be even and can then carry on with the request tor space etc. [asy
stuff thisl

Retruning Values from Functions
When returning values on the maths stack you must be vEry careful. When a function exits there must
be a value on the top of the maths stack the pointer to this value needs to be stored in BV-R|P{A6} and
D4 has to have a values in it which defines the returned parameter type.

+--*-*-*- -*--*-*----+
I n: i Return parameter type
t---------

String
Floating point
Word integer

+*---*-** ***---**--*+

Notice anything missrng? Although we are allowed to fetch long rntegers as pararneters, we are not
allowed to return them. This is a problem and the usualfix is to converl a long integer to a floating point

and return that instead, This will be covered in another thrilling episodel

lr
I ''tlL
lr
l)
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Channel Tables
ln our procedure PSI-CLS, we use a channel number in SuperBasic. ln assemblet this is no use to us as
all internal operations that require a channel {CLS PAPER etc) require a channel id which is a 32 brt long
number which bears no resemblance (or only coincidentally) to a SuperBasic channel number

ln QDOS there rs a channel table for the entire system, and there is the SuperBasic channel table
which is used to convert channel nurnbers into channel ids which is what we require SuperBasic keeps
us away from nasty things like internal representations- assernbler does not.

The routine we used above, channel-rd, is all that is required to convert a channel number to a channel
id. lt looks at the SuperBasic channel table and for each channel that has been opened {even if it is now
closed) there will be an entry rn the channel table [ach entry is $28 bytes long {40 bytes} and has the
following {ormat,

$oo
$o/-
$oa
$10
$16
$20
$22

fi24

Long
6 bytes
6 bytes
5 bytes
Byte
Word
Word

Long

QDOS internal channel id
Graphi-cs cursor X position (Floati.ng Point format)
Graphics cursor Y position (Floating Point format)
Turtle angle (Floating Poj"nt format)
Pen status (0 = up or I = down)
Character position on line for PRINT and INPUT etc
l,.Iidth of the channel" Set by WIDTH command in SuperBasic
but defaults to 80 when OPEN is called"
Spare - currently unused

+**------ ------*-**--+

When a channel is opened in SuperBasic, an entry is created (or reused) in this table. At startup
channels n0, fi1, and 12 are pre-created and that is all. lf you now open s4 a new entry wrll be created
for it. lf you open channel r10, then blank entries are created for all the 'in-between channels (5 to 9)

and entry 10 is then created and initialised on top

A channel that has never been opened can therefore still have an entry in this table - channels 5 to 9 in
the above example. All of these use memory so it is advisable to start with 3 and work upwards
opening channels as you go, rather than opeing t100 or something similar which needlessly wastes 40
bytes of memory for each unused channel.

A channel that is closed, or has never been opened, has a QDOS channel id which is negative

ln the Basic variables area in QDOS (to be covered in a later issue - and by the way, I refer to the
variables that hold rnformation about SuperBasrc, and not variables you create in SuperBasic l)

BV-CHBAS holds the olfset from A6 to the first entry in the table (ie channel n0) and BV*CHP holds
the otfsel from A6 to the first byte AfTER the last entry in ihe channel table Don't forget that these are
otfsets and that everything in SuperBasic is relative to AG simply because by doing this the base
address for the iob (SuperBasic is lust another iob in the machine) is held in AG lf everything else is
stored as an o{fset then moving the job in memory is simple as only the A6 regisier has to be updated

Take a look at the code for channel-id again and note how we are using addresses that are relative to
46. Make sure that you understand because all fiddling in the bowels of SuperBasic requrres that you
understand relaiive addressing,
Most of the time you will only be interested in the conversion from SuperBasic channel number to

QDOS channel id
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Homework
As an exercise, why not add a new procedure called PSI to the code for PSI*CLS. This new procedure
will carry oui ali the same work as PSI-CLS but it will not do lhe CLS part of it This will be useful when
you want io set the colours for a window but not clear it. I will NOT be giving the answers out next
time, but here are a few hints,

update the definition table with details of the new procedure.
in the proc's code, set DO B to zero for PSI and 1 for PSI-CLS Do this as the first instruction in both
procedures.
ln the PSI procedure simply set D6 and jump to the code rn PSI_CIS

' Just betore doing the actual CLS part of PSI-CLS, check the value in D6.B and if zero, don t do the
CLS sirnply BRA S to error-exit instead

All in all, I think this can be done in about 10 extra lines of code maybe less, not counting the extra lines
in the definition block

BIWARE, Adding even a few lines of code can sometimes cause any 'short' branches to go out of lirnit
and this will cause errors in the assembly. lf this happens, sirnply find the ones in error and remove the
'.s'from the 'bsr' or 'bra' inslructions.

Next lssue
That's it for this issue ln the nexi article we will be exploring the depths of QLTdis again with a
pseudo code run through of exactly how we are going to decode all those instruction families - no
typing you'll be glad to hear: See you then

The EPSCF{ Sega e,,
Jochen Merz

Readers of QL Today will know that I always used
to recommend TPSON printers - they always
were very flexible, and compatible with existing
QL programs. Unfortunately, the range of printers
which supported the requlred ESC/P2 is
permanently shrinking The only available model
is the Stylus Color 900 a high end printer: All
lower models come with the very cut-down
version of this printer operating system, called
ESC/P Raster: lt seems that TPSON saves a few
pence by using a smaller EPROM and, saving
programming work by providing iust a 'dumb

dump' device wiihout "intelligence'

Pity for us, but maybe there's a way out of this. All

one needs to know is: what is ESC/P Raster?
Very few instructions only, which I will list in the
following article. I have not tested them mysel[ |

hope, somebody is going to try it and to provide
the QL scene wrth a method of device driver
emulation to convert 'ordinary" output into raster
graphics which is understood by all ESC/P Raster
printers - as a result all QLers would benefit from
the fact that virtually every EPSON colour printer
could be used again for printing

Please note that only the following commands
should be used - they must not be mixed with
any ESC/P2 commands.

The whole raster graphics prini is based on the
command ESC . {doi}, hex $18 $2f This is

supported by all [SC/P2 printers too, so you can
try rt even if you do not have a ESCIP Rasier
"only"printer The definition of the ESC command
can be found in any EPSON documentation
(ESC/P Reference Manual, for example) lt is quite
complex, as it allows raw data as well as
compressed raster (RLE, TIFF and Delta Row) To

make sure it works on all printers, uso
uncompressed data, lf you write a driver; allow
the specification of ihe printer model so that the
driver can decide, depending on the printe r:

whether to use compression or not. To give you
an idea about the complexity: some more recent
cheaper printers do not support compression
(e.g. the Color 400), whereas older printers {Color
ll, quite old) did Some do not support higher
raster bands with compression methods, some
don't rf Microweave is on. Better use
uncompressed, even if it takes longer RLE

compression, however seems to be CK on ali
printers. lf you try it on dot matrix printers, avoid
720dpi, best start with 1BOdpi and then try
360dpi.
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Before your print raster graphics, you must'Enter
raster graphics mode"(all hex values),

18 28 47 0L 00 01-

lnside this mode, you cannot print text. You
should not mix text and graphics printing on tjthe
same page. Only a very limited range of printer
codes is available, which are,
LF, FF, CR, ESCEM, ESC@, ESC ", ESC (i, ESC (c,
ESC (C, ESC (V, ESC (v, ESC @, ESC $, ESC r, ESO

U, ESC +, ESC (U

To exit this graphics mode, send

1B 6/+

Now as you've entered the raster graphics mode
back to printing with ESC .,
The "Print Rasier Graphic" command is (all hex)

i-B 2E c v h m nL rrx d, d, ,.. 4,

where
c is the print mode:

0 = uncompressed raster
1 = RLE compressed raster
2 = IIFF cornpressed raster
3 = Delta Row compressed raster

v is the print density in the vertical direction
v/3600 dpi. Possible values are 5, 10, 20

rr is the print density in the horizontal direction,
v/3600 dpi Possible values are 5, 10, 20

m rs the raster band height in dots
Possible values are I, 8,24.
The values depend highly on the printer model
resolution used and other settings (e,g micro-
weave, compression).

n,tl!$* n, is the number of dots in the horizontal
direction,

du d,... c, is the raster data, row by row left to
right

Another {not quite as important) command is
"Select Dot Size". Again, a feature not supported
by every printer - and even the same settings are
different in their result (at least the wording is

different) The command is (all hex):

l-B 28 65 02 00 00 n2

Where
nz defines lhe dot size,

0 = default dot size
1 = small {smaller micro) dot, depending on
model

2 = standard (normal) dot size depending on
model
3 = double dot size (supported cnly by more
recent models).

For the Stylus 600, 0 is the sarne for the rest add
1 I itself is not implemented {seems to me like a

bug, or maybe EPSON wants to be difficult)
This command is very printer model dependent,
so better not use it unless you know the printer lt
has to be issued before printing raster graphics
prior to paper f eeding and should not be
changed in the mrddle of the page

EPSON recommends the following order ot
commands,

1 lnitialisation of the printer:
lnitialize printer

Select graphics mode
Set unrt

Set page length
Sei page format

2 Printing method control,
Select uni-direction mode
Select MrcroWeave print mode
Select monochrome/color
Select dot size
Select print speed

3. Then for every raster line

Set vertical position ESC ( v or
ESC(v

Then for every color per

Select color
raster line

Set horizontal print posiiion

Print raster data

4 New page FF

5. Terminate printing: aso @

The cornmand to select MicroWeave is also
printer-model dependent, and so is the command
to select rnonochrome/color printing. The latler
can be used to select higher performance
monochrome mode, but is limited to more recent
printers only
I have no idea what these commands do on
printers which do not support them whether
they are lust ignored are whether the printer will
print garbage Any feedback would be helpful

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

ESC

G

U

ASC U

ESC(r
asc(K
ESC(e
ESC(s

ESC r
ESC \ or
ESC $ Or

ESc(\
ESC
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The Lomdom Qt Shmw - A Review
8y Darren D" Branagh

Saturday the 2nd Septenrber
was the date for the latest QL
Show and the first in lhe Grea
ter London area for quite a few
years. lt was held at a new
venue - a hall not too far frorn
Ken Brickwoods house, who
holnonl nrfienica f ho avont

along with Malcolm Cadman
and various other members ol
the London QL Group

o{ Sweatshirts and other
hardware and software ilems
and taking subscriptions, and
thp nl IANITA I ihrarv \^/Aq

Ye/\,rr/r

available to Members I

discussed the forthcoming
QUANTA CD ROM Disk,
which I am producing with a

few people and interest was
very encouraging the disk
will contain the entire
QUANTA QL Library of
programs all in a single
QXLWIN file for use with
QPC Q [mulator and the
QXL, or any system that can
read them over l00Mb of
files in total This should be
available from the QUANTA
desk at the Q12000 show

for a modest fee of about t5
each.
Next to QUANI, was Roy
Wood of Q Branch, selling his
vast range of pointer driven
programs, and also clearing a

lot of ca
bles and

small
hardware

pieces as
Roy has

recently
closed his

Shop- the
Bank Volt,

near
where he

lived, to
c0ncen-

I for one was looking forward
to it, as I always remember how
popular and busy the London
shows of old were The first QL
Show I ever attended was ai
the old venue near Ladbroke
Grove, sorne 6 or 7 years ago,
and I remember how busy it
WAS.

Sadly, this QL show was to be
a lot quieter They were several
reasons put forward for this "

the main ones being the tact ii
was held on a Saturday when
most QL shows are on a

Sunday, the fact that England
were playing cricket at the
Oval (just down ihe road from
the venue), and the fact that
maybe many people were

saving up for the forthcoming
Q12000 event all of which
didn'l help Flaving said that, al

though numbers were scarce,
a lct of interesting things hap
npnpd
The first stand on entering the
m:in onfr:nno nf tho hell rr'r:crrrull r !lltlUllUU Vl rllU llgll vvuJ

the QUANTA desk, ably man'
ned by Bill Newell and Basii Lee
They were selling their range

trate on other rnatters Lots of
bargains could be had, and as
ever Roy had a crowd around
him for much of the day I at

least got a laugh when Roy
was reduced to buyrng a copy
of MS-DOS lrom me in order to
do an install of QPC for a custo
merll Roy is currently testing
the beta drivers of the 16'Bit
colour version of QPC2, and
said that is was coming along
well and hoped [o release them
very soon indeed. This coupled
with the fact that the first ever
QL emails have already been
sent by Jon Dent is very en
couraging, and we will all pro'
bably be using our QL's for
^"*^;t ^^.J,,,^L- ^^^^^- k., ".^^.uilrdil dl ru wsu dLLc55 uy ycdr

end at the latest.
Star of the Show award though
goes to Tony Firshman on the
TF Services stand, who actu
ally premiered a brand new
product at the London Show-
called a compswitch This is an

ingenious little device that
closely resembles a 4-way trai-

ling socket that many of us are

familiar with indeed you will

find one in virtually all QL'ers
homes. However the comp
switch has some very clever
additional features
Compswitch is designed to
switch on/off all computer peri-
pherals automatically with a

computer when it is plugged
into one of the sockets marked
"computer". lt will mimic exactly
the 'power-out" connecior you

The enlrancelo the London Show Venue
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may remember on IBM AT com
puters. This connector was on
early IBN/ ATX systems, but is
now generally not available.
The Compswitch has one
socket marked recomputerre,
nearest the fuse, and you sim-
ply plug a computer into this
socket-such as your PC, and
any other peripherals or devi
ces into the other three
sockets which are all marked
'switched'. Now you can switch
oft/on your Scanner Speakers,
It/odem, Monitot even your
Hi Fi and Printer via the com
puter switchl As Supplied, the
Compswitch has four standard
UK 3 pin sockets, but Tony told
me adaptors can be used in

these if needed for other use
and the maximum power on
the computer' socket is 500
Watts, with at least 10 Watts
beings required to switch on
the Switched' sockets, A very
clever device indeed, and one
that I am sure will sell well, as
indeed it did I know one Ql'er
who went home with several of
themll
I was next to Tony, and al-

though failed to match the
uniqueness of the Compswitch,
had quite a lot of items lor Sale
The newest revisions of the
Dilwyns Jones QL Collection
were available on Disk and
CD ROM, as was the new
LineDesign Clipart CD ROM

containing over 5,000 pieces of
Clipart, I had a demo beta
version of the new Spectrum
Emulator CD tor the QL with
thousands of ZX Spectrurn
games and utililies on it,

including the ZeXcel Imulator
by Ergon, Dilwyn couldn't make
the Show as he was prepanng
lor his wedding a fortnight later
but was however beavering
away on several new CD's for
launch at the Q12000 Show
including the Religion Texts CD,

which will contain over 150Nlb

of religious text files from all

the various religions o{ the
world including everything f rom
the King James Bible, to the
Holy Koran to the teachings of
Buddha and Confucius and
even a Bible Dictionary and
Some Christian Jokes used by
Vicars and Priests etc. in their
Sermons. Dilwyn also struck on
an idea to do a CD containing
the full QL Club lnternational
Newsletters, from beginning to
end. I also had a lot of noveliy
mice tl) which sold well
throughout the day, and a small
range of QL hardware and
second user bits and bobs.
At the top of the room, just in

front of the stage area was
Jochen Merz of JMS. He as
ever had an ever growing
queue rn

f ront of
his stand
with a lot
of people

getting
upgrades
tr: his

vast
range of
sottware.
Jochen

WAS

demoing
the latest
version of QPC at his stand,
and although not quite ready
for public release at the time, it
was showing a lot of promise.

QPC can now be used in a

Window under Windows (yes,

conf using isn't it?) and can
therefore be moved around the
screen 0n the Windows
desktop, without the need to
lake over the entrre screen
unless you wani it io The
colour drivers are due to be
implemented soon too, and will
probably be available at the
Q12000 Show or by the time
you read this. Jochen was also
selling the new "The Wall"
game by Wolfgang Lenerz, as
reviewed lasi issue and conti

nued to amaze rne by selling
blank recordable CD R disks
for less than 5 00 for a box of
ten they cost three times this
much at my local drscount
computer shopll His DD and HD

disks were similarly very cheap
indeed.
Of ihe traders, last but not least
was Geoff Wicks of Just
Wordsl Who was next to
Jochen at the f ront of the
house. As ever he was selling
his range of programs for the
word sleuth and Word proces-
sor user alike, and Geoff speni
much of his time bent down in

front of his Laptop giving de
mos of his products.
Sadly missing from the traders
were Rich Mellor of RWAP

Software, who is still very ill and
will unfortunately miss Q12000
also (Roy Wood is bringing
some of his wares to Q12000
on Rich's behalf, and is looking
for someone to maybe help
out in the collection of stuff
from Rich, if anyone can help
contact Roy) Bill Richardson o{

tEC was also not at the show
as he too is also recoverrng
from an Angioplasty operation
a while ago hopefully he will
be back on top by Q12000
Ken Brickwood, Maicolm Cad
man and other members of the
London Group rnanned the Kit
chens {or the day, and provided
a range of Sandwiches, Rolls,

Cakes and Biscuits all at very
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cheap prices, including the
usual tea and coffee (lncluding
some very good Organrc
sauces ihanks Malcolm!)
trhey also streiched them
selves to looking af ter the
bring and buy stall, containing
items for saie from the collec
tions of the London members,
including items that once be
longed to the Late Cyril Phillips,

who sadly passed away a

short while ago, and had been
donated by his wrfe I think Ken

Brickwood brought along a lot
of items from his own house
too, and sold a lot bits and
bobs he had al least a half
dozen Digital Diaries for sale
is this man the most organised
on earth?
lowards the mid afternoon, a

former QL user called David

O'Connor brought in several
large boxes of QL related gear
in an atternpt to sell it all off as
he hadn't used it at all in years
QL'ers gathered like vultures
from every corner of the hall in

a matler of seconds at the
prospect of a poiential bargain.
There was a wealth of older
Qt sof tware and Hardware
there, including loads of Micro-
drive based stuff and a lot of
people left the area with large
smiles on their faces, as most

items
were

yours for
a couple
of quid

These in-

cluded a

new y0ung

QL user,

called Tar-

quin Mills,

who boughl

a complele

QL syslem

from David
very cheaply Nice to know the
QL can still attract new faces at

this stage of the game very
encouraging.
fven I went home happy, as I

managed to find a QJUMP
QEPlll Eprom Programmer inter
face among Davids stuff for
only a tenner it even still had

the original VISA payment slip
inside the box for 139 95 ' ))

As I was staying with Malcolm
Cadman tn his flat in Deptford I

stayed back and helped tidy up
after the Show and we then
went around the corner to Ken
Brickwood's house for a cup
pa. While the Tea brewed I be
gan playing with Ken's Macrn-
tosh Powerbook, and under
the 'Viriual PC' program I ma-
naged to get QPC running on a

Macll Basically what we had in
front of us was an Apple Mac
emulating a PC which in turn
was emulating a QL - and it
worked. lt even ran at a usable
speed (a little slow, but usable
nonetheiess) and we were able
to view the QUANTA Libguide
disk on it easily,
An interesting way to end a QL
Show and it just goes to show
the platforms on which a

QL/QDOS/SMSQ environment
is now available With the Lon
don Show ove[ we all agreed
to hold another next year as it
had been much too long since
the last one Thanks to the
London Group for organising it,

particularly to Ken and Mal-
colm, Then our thoughts
turned towards Q12000
hoping it will be everything we
all hoped it will be - stay tuned
for the answers....

h{ew ffi-fu{ail Address€$

Thanks to Bruce, the domain qltoday.com can be used for QL Today. He also introduced various, very
useful E lMail addresses - very easily recogniseable! You can reach individual members of the QL
{cday team wiih the following E Mail addresses,

bruce.n ichol!s@q ltoday.cCIm
di lwyn.jones@q ltoday.conn
joehr e n " merz@q ltod ay. corn
noy"wood@qitoday"com

lf you want to contact the editors (rn their function of being one of the editors), please use

ed ito r@q ltod ay.co l"lr

which will reach both Dilwyn and Bruce
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The Editcr Gets hlitehed**.
By Darren D. Branagh

Saturday the i6th of September was a big day for the tditor of QL Today, one Dilwyn Lloyd Jones He
decided to tie the knot with his girltriend, Christine
Yours Truly was best man, and I even manged to remember the rrngs The entire day {thankfully) went
without a hitch, and Dilwyn now has a new first love in his life (tnstead of his QL). The venue was the
Registry office in Bangor near where Dilwyn lives, followed by photos in the beautiful grounds of
Bangor Cathederal The reception was held at the lovely Fryl Mor Hotel in Bangor: which had a beautiful
sea view overlooking the pier and puffin lsland in the distance. A really delrcious buffet lunch followed
conprising seafood, samosas, drurnsticks and ribs and steaks followed by some of the rnost wonderful
desserts I've ever tasted (l tried most of them!)
All in all a great day, and one lm sure Dilwyn and Chris
will remember - especially the speechesll

Er*rr-

Dil and Chris with the wedding car ' don't worry, there is a QL in lhe back seal : )
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lms&de Gm$dFine - Fart Q
"Nasta"

1"9.8 Comparison between GoldFire and original QL bus speeification

Several lines have changed names and in some cases functions. Great care has been taken to keep
the modifications completely compatible with every known existing peripheral that works wrth a Gold
Card or Super Gold Card. ln tact, even some peripherals that do not, may work with the GoldFire. ln
some cases lines have changed function. This type of change was used for lines that were either
unused, or have outlived their usefulness with the advent of previous well accepted perrpherals With ail

the changes, rt is expected that only some very unusual and possibly homebrew add-cns will have
problems.

Here rs a comprehensive signal name translation table,

a-------- -a---------l ---a---- --------T

I Qt narne I GF name I c I Comment I

I ---------t------ - --r---r--

D0. "D7
A0. .A1g
ASr
DSL

RDWL

DTACKL
BGL
BRt

RESETCPUL
CLKCPU

R,G,B
CSYNCL

VSTNCH

VPAL

E

FC2
FC1
FCO

ROMOEH

DBGL

DSMCL

IPLlL
IPLOL
BERRL
EXT]NTL

sPO..sP3
VIN
VP12
VMl-2

CND

DxrAxrBSx
Dx, Ax

-WTRQ

-NTRQ
-WR
.TACK

-RESXT
CLK

reserved
-RFSH
POLL

-VPA
423,D23
422,D22
L2I,D2!
A20rD20
ROMOE

reserved
DDECB

IPLl
.HINT
*NINT

-EINT
GROUND

+5v
+12V
-rzv
GROUND

-WDATA I N

-ATRQ I N

Y

Y

?

0

C

Y

?

Y

N

N

Y

Y

Y
Y
Y

?---------A-------- -T-'-T---- ----T

N0TES,
C Compatibility,
Y yes may also have added features
N no (usually lines that were not used by exrsting peripherals)

C conditionally compatible, see comment and additional notes
? Unknown, peripherals should not be using these lines anyway

Y J Compatible for 8-bit access, new features
Y I Compatible for B-bit access, new features
? | Not used by existing QL peripherals
Y I New features
Y I New features
Y I Compatible for 8-bit access, new features

Remove 58008 CPU when GF w" QL motherboard is used
Remove 68008 CPU when GF w. QL motherboard is used

Not used by existing QL peripherals
Compatible for (Super) Gota Card use
Compatible as poll interrupt source
Depends on motherboard, see below
Redefined as address line, 6800 chips not supported
Depends on CPU replacement used, see below
Depends on CPU replacement used, see below
Normally not used on QLs
Depends on motherboard, should be phased out
Not used on QL existing peripherals

IPC cannot cause int" level 5 and 7 on GoldFire
Subject to interrupt routing on GoldFire
Not used on QL existing peripherals

Were originall-y connected to GND on QL motherboard
Compatible for modified lV systems
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RlfrrAp
SOFTTryARE

This is the utrtimate database program - exrremely fast and flexjble, easv to
use, updated to cope with the latest versions of the QL operaring system-and
srill maintained, A report module is inciuded ro allow you to formaf output in
any way including mail-merge. Unfom.rnarely, only aviilable as an upgride to
the originai version (Original srill available fiom Sector Sofrware).

A well esrablished accounts package for the small to
medium sized business, including automatic
generaflon ofprofir & loss account, balance sheer, VAT
retum, reports and analysis for audir trails and
management decisions. Previously sold for over €I00.*

Manage a payroll for a srnall to medium sized
business. Handles up to 99 employees easily,
producing P45s and P60s as well as the payslips on a
monthly or weekly basis, Calculates tax and national
insurance and is easy to update to take account of

Q-Help: on-screen help for SuperBASlC cnmmands,
including TK2, Tirrbo Toolkit, SMSQ,/E and PD roolkirs.
Can be used to add help to your own progrars -
simply produce ASCII text for each help pagq add an
index and Q-Help automatically cross-references and
displays the links.
The PD toolkits referred ro are available for €2.
Q-lndex: The SupeTBASIC index supplied with the
Reference Manual - enrer a toDic such as 'screen
resoltrtion' and fnd our the commairds which relate.

Produces landscape prinrours of EaseVQSpread
spreadsheets and ourput from QL Genealogist, ai well
as anv orher srandard rexr file. You can soecifo rhe
fonrs io be used on the page. Works with il epSoN
comparible prinrers, from 9 pin dor matrix up ro inkjet
printe.rs. A rnost useful urilfry wrirten by Dilwyn Jones
- you l(Irow lt must be easy to use.

New improved prinrer drivers, providing up to 720 dpi
printout in full colour from all programs wrirren f6r
use with ProWesS, zuch as UneDesign and Paragraph.
WorI on all Epson inkjer printers wlich support "biniry

mode compression (740,850 and 900 models at leastJ.
1440 dpi to follow.

Keep rack of your family rreel Add indrviduals, with
t'letails of rheir parenrs and children, watch all of those
links build up into a formal family rree layout. Text
files and picrures may also be linked to individuals as
well as notes and evenrs, making rhis fhe perfect way
ro preserve rhe hisrory of your farrily for funrre
generarions. QL version now sllpports Filelnfo II and
QMenu as well as keeping details of borh the male and
female Irees. PC version is event driven - enler the
details as they appear in docurnenrs and it generates
the tree from these. Borh lrrograms easy to use with
step by step tutorial. QL data and GEDCOM can be
ransf€n'ed to the rc version.

Have you ev€r tried ro wdte a program, bur been lost as ro
the means of performing a certain action? This Reference
Manual provides you with a full description arld examples of
how to use all of the keywords found on a standard Ql. plus
the keywords mder SMSQ.TE, Toolkir [[ and many diffprenr
pubUc domain toolkits. Details of any possible problems are
provided, together with descriptions of how ro use the
devrce drivers and bow to ensure that your programs are
compatible across the range of QL platforms.

This book is ideal for all QL users and is kept up ro date by
regular updates.

Orders are cturently being taken for the nexf print run of
this popular tome.

{Note Price for the book dqes not include postage and
packing),

Classic QL adventures, now re-released withour any need
for microdrives. 1hese indude mainly text advehrures,
catering for all tastes, from the spoof Fraw:r, through to a
Hammer Horror, fighting the bad-guys in the old West and
battling with robotic hoards and goblins. Retum to Eden is a
massive three disks of adventure, with pictures for each
locadon and a caprured prince to rescue. Wirh three
characters to coniroi, each with their own abilities and
skills, this one should keep you amused for many an
evenrog.
Ail six adventures are available together for only €25.

hoduce graphical representadons of 3D objecrs - view them
as wireframe, hidden line and shaded. Perspecrive and
magni.Fcation can be conrolled and views can'be saved to
file for subsequenr printing. Multiple objects can be defined
and positioned relative to each other. Simple to use yet
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o= p , uff:;! I frsFq>u> tr!.:The latest version of this popular route finding program.

Find the quickest route or the shortest roure berween any
rwo places, using roads. A wide range of maps is available
for this program (see elsewhere in ttus advert). The program
is eaqy and quick to use. You calr even add your own places
and r6ads to-the maps to include local detail

choice of four different scenarios, this keep you entertained for a while

Ever wondered what the stars in the sky looked like ioo
years ago? Oq maybe you want to learn the consteilatrons
and names of whar you see in the sky. This is the program
for you - generates piclures of the stars for any given place
or time and provides details on these objecs. lncludes
Halley's Comet, the Moon and the Solar System planets.

For dte wargaming enthusiast - D-Day is a c.lassic rable top wargane, wher
conrrol either the Allies or the Axis forces and plav asainir eirher *re con
For dre wargaming enthusiast - D-Day is a c.lassic rable top wargame, where you
conrrol either the Allies or the Axis fbrces and play againir eirher *re computer
or another human player. With rhe abiliry ro define your own annv set uDs and aor anorher human player. Wirh rhe abiliry to defne your own aflny set ups and a
choice of four different scenarios. this should keeo vou entertained for a while.
6rey Wolf places you in charge of a submarin-e'- can you sink rhe
shpping whilst avoiding their pianes and destroyers??

ffi' RWAP Software, 4 Anvil Crescerat,

[-l cosel*y, wesr Mldlands@ WV14 8GA
TEL: 01902 835888

Cheques in €stertring

payable to 'R.hdellon'
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Certain lines that have 'compatibility' status, may
not be compatible with their original QL bus
definition when a GoldFire is used, but will still

retain ccmpatibility with peripherals, and back'
planes This means thai they wrll in general be
fully backwards compatible but that peripherals
designed specitically for use wrth the GoldFire
may not work with older boards carrying a CPU
such as (Super) Gold Card

lines that have a comment that reads depends
on motherboard' are not used by the GoldFire but
should an older card wiih a CPU be installed
instead of the GoldFire, the rnotherboard or the
backplane might be required to produce these
signals correctly for the older card to tunction.
Thrs wili not be a problem as long as the
'motherboard' rs an Aurora or an original QL
motherboard, and either a Qplane or an Mplane
backplane is used

Lines that have a comment that reads 'depends

0n CPt-j replacement used' are redefined by
Goldtire in a backwards compatible manner and
there should be no problems with existing
peripherals and motherboards, Should mother
boards be modified to take advantage of the
GoldFire signal definition, replacing the GoldFire
by a Gold Card tor such modifications will render
the system inoperable (no damage will occur),
because the Gold Card relies on the lines be-
having according to the original QL bus signal
def inition

I.]RITE

''1.3 Bus protocols

The GoldFire uses two main bus protocols, the
narrow transfer protocol, implementing an 8-bit
non multiplexed Ql-like bus, and ihe wide transfer
protocol, implementing a 32 bit multiplexed
protocol which uses the same electrical signals
but will not be seen by standard 8-bit peripherals
This enables both types of peripherals to be
mixed and matched without resorting to new
backplanes and bus connector definitions.
For ease of interfacing common B-bit ROltI or
ROM-like memory to carry driver and OS
expansron code, a special variation of the narrow
transfer protocol is also provided, that will be
transparent to existing B bit peripherals, avoiding
addressing range restrictions that would
otherwise apply.

X.3.1 Narrow (8-bit) bus protCIcoNs

The GoldFire uses two types of narrow transfers,
both based on the same protocol, but with some
rmportant differences,

1) The QL compatible narrow transfer protocol
This enables the GoldFire to access QL type
hardware in a completely compatible manner lt
also of fers an extension to the orrginal QL
specification by being able to control the speed
of the bus The protocol uses all the usual QL
signals in their usual manner'

READ

Axx

Dxx

-iJR

*NTRQ

*TACK

xxx-x..".ffix..

rr rllr tt till
L2

Diagram points:

3 465 L z

1..2 Address setup tirne, data setup time on write cycles
?.3 TACK dead time during which recognition of a low level is suppressed
3 4 lnpui setup time (Data on read, TACK on any cycle)
4.5 Address hold time, data hold time on write cycles
4 6 lnput signal hold time (Data on read, TACK on any cycle)

Timing data,

t(12) = min 2 CPU clock cycles
t(3,4) = min. 5ns {signal MUST be stable by point 4) {final spec)
t(4,5) = min 1 CPU clock cycle (final spec)
t(4,6; = mrn 6ns
t(2,3) = default t1 CPU clock cycles, confrgurable trom 0 to 15 CPU clock cycles

3 465
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l CPU clock cycle is 1/40000000 seconds = 25ns

The Qt compatible access cycle has 5 phases,

Phase t: The GoldFire bus controller outputs
the address {and data for write cycles) on the
bus, and sets the WR line according to the
direction of transfel read or write.

Phase 2: The GoldFire bus controller sets the
NTRQ low to indicate that a narrow cycle is

requested The -NTRQ signal is compatible
with the QL bus signal DSL.

Phase 3: A response is required fronr the
peripheral in form of pulling the 'TACK signal
low This signals that the peripheral has either
taken the data supplied on a write or has
supplied data on a read. A special dead time
feature rs built into this phase of the protocol,
which prevents recognition of the -TACK

signal being low for a programmable length of
time. This is done to slow down the bus to
speeds that can be safely handled by Qt
peripherals, in effect, it provides compatibility
The user can choose what ihe dead time will
be (and hence limit the maximum speed of the
bus) by using an appropriate address for the
access, see '2. GoldFire address map specifi-
cation. The TACK signal behavior is compa-
tible with the standard QL signal DTACKL for
QL compatrble cycles,

Phase 4: Once the mCK signal is recognized
as being low, the GoldFire bus controller
laiches the data supplied if it was a read cycle.
Simultaneously, the-NTRQ signal is set to high
to indicate that the cycle is frnished. ll it was a

Axx

Dxx

write cycle, the data bus will still hold the data
for one CPU clock cycle for peripherals that
require long data hold times. The address will
also be held on the address bus for at least
one CPU clock cycle.

Phase 5: The peripheral must remove lhe data
from the bus on a write cycle, as well as
deactivate the IACK signal when the NTRQ
signal goes high.

Timeout feature:
The QL compatible access cycle also has a

timeout feature which prevents protocol lock-up if

no peripheral is present to signal an end oi a

cycle by pulling TACK low The cycle will
terminate automatically once 121 CPU clock
cycles (approximately 2,5us) have passed from
setting NTRQ low The bus will behave as if the
-TACK signal was pulled low externally Data will
be lost on a write, and on a read, data will be
indeterminate.

1) The Auto-terminated narrow transfer protocol.
This protocol is used to access on-board
peripherals, and can be used to interface ROM or
ROM like rnemory to the GoldFire for driver and
OS expansion code storage. The recommended
use for this is to access byte-wide ROM, EPROM
or Flash ROM on 32-bit expansion boards, provi-

ding a cost-eflective alternative to using 32-bit
wide devices. This protocol is very similar to the
QL compatible one, except that the timing is ge
nerated internally to the GoldFire, and a different
transfer request signalis used to render the cycle
invisrble to both QL type and 32 bit peripherals,

READWKIl"[

xffix..".ffi..
xffix" . " . nilfi)oo0ooooo(x-toooc. .

-LIR XXXUX
-ATRQ

Diagram points:

L.2 Address setup time, data setup time on write cycles
2 4 TACK active time
3..4 lnpui setup time on read cycles
4.5 Address hold time, data hold time on write cycles
4 6 Data hold time for read cycles

Timing data'
t(1,2) = min 2 CPU clock cYcles
t(3,+; = rnin 6ns (signal MUST be stable by point 4) (final spec)
t(4,5) = min 1 CPU clock cycle (final spec)
t(4,61 = rnin 6ns
1l?,4j = 8 CPU clock cYcles, fixed

I

5
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1 CPU clock cycle is 1/40000000 seconds = 25ns

As can be seen in the diagram, the cycle has 4
phases,
Phase 1: The GoldFire bus controlier outputs

the address {and data for write cycles) on the
bus, and sets the WR line according to the
direction of transfer read or write.

Phase 2: The GoldFire bus controller sets the
ATRQ low to indicate that a aulo-terrninated

narrow cycle is requested. This means that no
response other than to take the supplred data
on a write or supply daia on a read. The cycie
will terminate automatically after a pre deter

mined period of time which is B clock cycles,
approximately 190ns

Phase 3: The GoldFire bus controlier latches
the data supplied if it was a read cycle. Simul
taneously, the ATRQ signal rs set to high to
indicate that the cycle is finished. lf it was a

write cycle, the data bus will still hold the data
tor onE CPU clock cycle for peripherais that
require long data hold times The address will
also be held on the address bus for at least
one CPt-i clock cycle

Flrase 4: The peripheral is required to remove
ine daia as soon as possible when the ATRQ

srgnai goes high

About Sprttes
Bruce Nicholls

What is a sprite? A sprite, ac-

cording to lhe FASYPTR docu-
mentation, is a small picture
which may be drawn stationary
or moved around with the
mouse or cursor keys. Several
sprite definitions can be linked
logether to form a dynamic
sprite which can last for about 5
seconds and a sprite can be up
to a maximum size of 64x48
pixels. Sprites can now be
handled in Ql B, the original

mode 4 or I definitions, 256
palette mapped colour defini-
tion, 256 grbgrbgrn colour defr-
nition and naiive colour {See the
previous colour artrcle on the
colour definitions called GD 2) lf

you uss any pointer envi-
ronmenf program the sprites
are the items shown on screen
that usually perform a function
within the program. The mosi
obvious ones being the move,
resize and sleep icons

ffiw&
Now lhere are only ihree
programs that I know of which
allow you to 'draw ihe sprite

def inition 0n screen without
having to resort to hand coding
the sprite definition The QPTR
pointer Toolkit contains a pro-
gram called EDSPR, this is a

basic program and can at pre-
sent only generate QL 8 sprites
[asyptr ll contains a sprite
generalor called EASYSPRITT
which is a true executable pro-
gram that can only produce QL
I sprites at present. But a new
program from Jerome Grimberl
is now available called SPRITE
EDITOR FOR GD2, as you can
probably guess from the title
this can generate sprites in ail

their different flavours.
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When you start up the editor
you are presented with a

screen similar to the ones
shown on this page.
The main area on the left of the
screen is where you 'draw' the
sprite you wish to define. ln the
top left hand corner of the
screen are four smaller images
of the sprite you are currently
drawing Why four? well this
program allows you to copy
images between the four diffe-
rent types of sprites as de-
scribed above. You can design
a sprite for the native colours
and then with one button press
on a conversion icon {4-,8 etc
siluated below the four boxes)
convert it automatically (colour
loss accepted) lo another
mode This is simplicily itself
and will allow for easy conver-
sions of old sprites to the new
formals. lf you are adverse to
redrawing the sprites this pro-
gram has lwo methods for
reading in old sprites. You can
give the program a *pic file and
this will automatically be loaded
in and converted to a sprrte.
The alternative method is to
load a program containing the

sprite you want to use into the
editor The ediior reads the file
looking for sprile definitions and
prompts you if you would like it

to be loaded
Once loaded into the program
various options are available for
rnanipulating the spriie image.
Colour can be chosen from lhe
standard QL B range shown on
the screen. If you are workrng
on 256 colour sprites by
clicking on lhe icon iooking iike
a monitor you can choose from
the 256 colour palette which
presents itself. lf you are
working 0n a Q40 {native)
colour sprite clicking on the
painters palette icon bring up a
lovely colour wheel showing all

the possible colours available,
by moving the pornter around
within the colour wheel you can
choose the colour you wani to
use. Once the colour is chosen
you are given the opportuniiy
to decide on the intensity of
the colour simply by clicking on
the intensity chart next 1o the
colour wheel. When a colour
has been chosen you can
easily change it by pressing on
the + or - symbols above the

white/red/blue/green icons
which will change ils native
colour number
The sprite image can also be
manipulated by splitting the
screen into areas wilh red and
black lrnes which then allow the
sprite image to be shifted to the
left/rightlup and down by using
the arrow keys. There are
various other f ealures that I

haven'i had time to explore but
my f irst Q40 spriie was
generaled in about an hour of
use of the program without a

manual.
Once you are satisf ied with
your sprite design you can
either save the image as a -pic
file or converl rt automatically io
an assembly f ile {or use by
QMAC or 4586
This program is a delight to use
and a lot of thonght has gone
into the design to make it as
easy as possible lo create a

sprite definition, all credit must
go to Jerome for producing a

much needed piece of software
thal works so efficiently.
The zip file containing the
editor is available f rcm
www.crosswinds. n etl - g ri m hert/
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A UsefLrS W$mdmws Frogrsrffi
Norrnan Dunbar

I could get seriously hung drawn
& quartered for ihis article, but
here goes ....

A long time ago in a magazine
far far away, a program was
printed which was wntten by
Dilwyn Jones (l thrnk I have got
the time sequence correct here,

bul I anr sure to be iniormed if I

have notl) This program was
written in SuperBasic and
converted a Quill doc file into a
plain text file which had all of the
Quill control codes replaced by
any lext you wanted. Bold on
could be re placed by
".B01D0N," and bold off by
",BOLDOFF'" elc, leaving
something like this,
This is <BOLDON>Bold

text. (B0LDOFF) This
is< ITALICON> Italic
text. < IT,{LICOFF,
and so on. This file could then
be imported into another word
processor This was useful if
the new word processor didn't
allow direct importing of Quill
f iles
Then Phil Borman took Dil

wyn's program and converted

a number of Quill :H

doc files back
into plain tExt 

'iliiwith all the con 1,,'"'"

trol codes re 
'{ffimoved. and

Stripper was born. This has
been available for some time
on various BBS and most
recently on Dilwyn's Web site

( http://www.soft . n et. u k/d j I
software/other/striperc"zi p)
This is the QDOS version and
can sirip control codes from
any Quill document.
Recently, I was at work having
my lunch break and I had a few
zip files on my drive which had

QDOS software in them I {an

cred a bit of light relief so I

opened up one of the Quill doc
files to read in my editor (PFE

excellent) but of course all the
junk frorn the header was there
and the lines spanned over the
width of the screen and when I

re-formatted them, I got every
thing rn one brg lump.

Totally fed up of this, I had a

thought, I have Borland C++
Builder on my PC at work as I

write utilities for our develop
menl tearn to use, and I wrote
Stripper in C way back then lf I

could combine those two
thoughts, then I could have a

usetul {to me anyway) utity that
I could use when I needed to
read through a Quill doc file

which I was at work Stripper
for Windows was born
I downloaded my own source
from Dilwyn's web site - soon
to be renamed Christine's V/eb
Site ;o) - and converted it to run

under Windows and to produce
a text file This was fairly easy.
Then I decided that it would be
nice to be able to print the Quill
files as well Unfortunately, print

ing from Windoze rs a nighi
mare but the joy of Borland's
C++ Burlder is that being com
ponent based, you can write
your own components and add
them to the environrnent This I

had to do anyway as one of
our work uiilities also needed
some printing abilities if the
same piece of code is needed
in two or rnore applications
thyen it is crying out to be
standardised' and built into a

component. So it was.
Now we have a Quill conver
sion program that prints and
saves the Quill {ile to a text tile
So far so good. I tentatively
r^nentioned on the QL List i{

anyone else would be interes

it into C using
C6B This was a
much faster ver
sion but did re
quire thai you
,^'-^, ,^ ,^^..^ /nn.JlThirfiledeidilsthreefil€-handlingexlensicnsr thell'.JFUT$andAlr.lYCFEl..iY"furrctirns,ondthe
na0 I0 naVe LbU ,ll=ef*p..:(0mmo,,:.'iheo;s?ntiy-co,:e'r,J0ium{n*dd,nRelil,Cll,E-lrOa,mrihEsour;:fi.e

rn Order tO make i{iacie-es*cst't

any changes if,

for example, you
wanted to change
*BOLDON, to ,liulti&ASIC 4,C impJements f i,/r iomnond3, lil.;LOAD, Pf LOBlr, RISAVE, FF,{iO\€ nnd 5CR-5*VE
just .BOLD, etc. ,{t*,outg Thir drcumenl expiorns the c,rde. for the :t sommonds, in the osssnbler fiie dlJLT140-,4,5,4!, fthirh i,.u

T hen I Came llll{iur5 rs d flr,rtruFl'tr'] '4rd dr'd L;i8nrr? {i \ Lr'r rr;sh

{lil'e r -a.L er oT dn oDei:l

alonq with a 1,t... -.. 
- * -".i,'u,tga5ICq,cs"rnrflerw,rFr50r'r:Devpcr.bulrrsDe"r,mrd;f,fJrnof"rm:oflrf 

drs{"L,ers+hnl

neeO i0 COflVgf l l:l-Ii"-:*iifri,*;li:,:i:i;''::,i:! -, .
iil;i:;]!iliiat Assemp ler Df ?slLlpnent i( r'r

Thr cnd, sldrts in the usual oay, linkrng tha tobl€ 0f naw f,0ntrondr lobelied t)EFINE into th{
upergA5IC ,nlerpreler. It dls0 Frints rrmessalle rn channel #D annor:ncin9 the i0d€ d6Je cnd vsrsion
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Up to & r'mbyte of fiash ffnemory for the Qff.
A small plug in circuir for the QL"s ROM port (or
Aurora) giving 2, 4 or 8 mbytes of permanent storage -
it can be thought of as a portable hard disk on a card,
and reads at som€ 2 n'rbltes per second.
Think of rt - you could tully boot an expanded eL,
including altr driverslSMSQ etc off RomDisq ar lrard
disk speed with only a memory expansion nccdcd.

2 rnbl"tes RornDisq.... "....... 939 {&4A I f,4 l\
4mbyies R.ornDisq............. . f, 65(S66/€67)
I nrby.es RomDisq..,.....,.€98 (€99/t100)

Aurora adaptor......................f3 (f,3. 5Oif 4)

A {JK 4-rvay trailing socket designed to switch off
computer peripherals automatically when the com-
puter is switched ofl or (in the easc of an ATX
computer) when it auto-powers dawn. Compsttilch
has one control socket, and three srvitched sockets.

cost..."...... """.."&24
* fr * * * * * * * * * * *NEW * * * * * * * * * * * * * *

.4. rnajor hardwane upgrade for the QL
All Hermes features (working serl/2 at 19200,
independent baud ratcs/de-bounced keyboard/
keyclick) IBM AT kbd llf ll HIGH SPEED R.S232 at
5160011 serial mousc port and 2 other RS23? inputs//
3 VO lines // EEPROM
Cost (inciuding manuaVsoftware)f,90 (L921 b93)
IBM AT UK layout Keyboard f,11 (f,13/[15)
Serial mouse. gg (€8.50/99)
Capslock/scrollock LED Cl (f 1.50ru,I.50)
Keltoard or rnouse lead............,..... t3 (f 3.50/f3. 50)
High speed serial (ser3) Iead,....,..... f.4 (t4.50/€4.50)

Ilerrnes available for S,25 (f26lt2']) Working serl/Z
and inriependent input, debounced keyboard.

SuperX{ermes LITE: All Hermes features (see

above) + an IBM AT keyboard interface only.
Cost (incl kel'board lead) ................... 953 ([54 / L5 5)

MPLANE
.A low pnofile powened backplane with R.OM port

A three expansion backplane with ROM port includecl tbr
RomDisq etc. Aurora can be fitted in notebook case anrl
powered otT single 5V rail - contact QBranch fbr detarls.
Two boards (eg Airora and Gold CardlSuper Golct Card/
Goldhre fixed to base. Suitabie for Aurora (ROM aceessible
from outside) & QL rnotherboard in tower casc. Specify
ROI{ f'acing IN towards boards, or OU'{' towards back of

Cost "......."."." ..."................S.34 (L351L36)

K?C &n{T}rRF4{tn
Connects tei Minenva MKIX ameJ any FhiXips XzC bus

Sqweq_&rr_1'eE_laggrfse€ {6 n/0 bres n,rh 12 of rhew wed tr
control t curnent carrying outpuls (sourcc anrl sfulk capahle)
2 flmp (for I reloys,slnallmotons) .................. S4{} ($r!'3/L14)
,t amp total (f,or motors ctc) ................... s,45 (f4s/f50)
RelaVs (8 3a 12v 2-way mains relays (needs 2a ptrwer
driver).....,...... ..825 (L281f29)

Panallel {nleffaqg Gives i6 inpuUoutput lines. Can be
used wherever logic signals are required.,.. ., .{25 ({27 1 f"28)
Analogue YqlLe!:f-Ace Gives eight I hit analoguc to
digital inputs (ADC) and two I bit digifal to anatrogue
outputs (DAC). Used for temp rnea$urements, sountl
sampling (to 5 KlIz), xly plott!ng......,......,...f30 (f.3llE32)
Tenn nrqbs (-40.C to +125''C)..... . .....,.*10 (€.l0.50/€l I)
Cunnector fur four ternp probes .............. SX.0 (f I 0. 50/{ I I )
Data sheets .......92 (t2.5A/8)

fil RRPAIRS (t lK onlv)
Fixed pricc for unmodiJied QLs, excl microdrives. QLs

tested with Thorn-EMI rig and ROM software.

S27 incl 6 month guarantee

Minerva
Thc ORIGINAL svsteln rt

OTHERFEATURES COMMON TO ALL VERSIONS
DERUCGED operating system/ autoboot on reset of
power failurc/ Multiple Basic/ faster scheduler- graphics
(within l0% of lichtning) - string handling/ WHEN
ERROR/ 2nd screer/ TRACE/ non-English keyboard
drivers/ 'warm" last reset. V1.97 with split OUTPUT
baud rates (+ Hermes) & built in Multibasic.

First $pgmd€ free. Other*i:e sond 11 (*f,5 for lranual if requd).
Send rlisk plus SAE or llryo [RCs

rvrK_{...{.40 (14 | I f.43) MKn... e,65 (L66 / f.67 \

MINERV,{ RTC (MKIf) + hatterY for 256 bytes ram.
CRAstr{PROoF clock & IzC bus for intcrfacing. Can
autoboot fr0m battcry backed ram. Quick stsrt-up.

OL SPARES

Keyboard rnembranc...... .., .,....9?4 (f25lf?6)
t377 PAL ,....,"., f3 (e3.s0/[4)
Circuit diagrams..................... , f.3 (€3.50/t4)
68008 cpu or 8049 FC ............,... SE (€8.50/19)
8301/8302 or JM ROM or senal lead,.... ...fl0 (€l 1.50/[I I)
Power supply (sea mail overseas)... ...,. . . . f i2 (tlTltZl)

Pricer lnclude portrge rnd packing (Alrnreil w'ree appliable). Prlces are: UK (Eunope ./Rest of world), Feytilent by cheque dnwn on baRk with UK addre$r
debit ctd/lv{stcrcrd/AccerdEuroqrrUpoctrl order or CAS}I! (No Eurochequer). SAE or trRC f'or fult llst rnd det{llt
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ted. The response was almost
phenominal and many requests
were furnished. I even had to
stari a stripper mailtng list to
make sure ihat everyone got
the latest versions.
There were lots of favourable
comments received by the
initial beta testers, I mean, users
and I suggested that maybe
MDI (Muliiple Document lnter
face) would be a good idea -

again, I was inundated with al-

most 4 requests for an MDI ver
sionl {MDl is Microsoft speak
{or 'having lots of documents
open at the same time in one
application).
On my next lunch hour: I con
verted Stripper to MDI format
and released it to my happy
users. Then I added more brts

and pieces as is the need
with Windoze prograrns - and
released these as well.
The final version, at the
moment, has been in use by
me fcr some time (almost daily)
and I have not yet had any
complaints from my user group
" so it must be okl
This latest version allows a Quill
doc to be loaded, and saved as
text. The text has been set to
80 characters per line with a

DOS format end of line (CR/LF)

rather than a QL {LF) one. This
was requested so I had to do it.

Prrnting is allowed, and due to
differences in the Quill page
length, you are allowed to edit
headers & footers to add the
page number (and other bits)
so that regardless of the origi-
nal format, you get the correct
page numbers tor whichever
printer you happen to be using
under Windoze. Fonts can also
be changed and saved as de
tault etc etc There is even a

help file {goshl) Background co
lours (or even color for our
American cousinsl) can be se
lected but don t get printed
there is no point really. And, as
they say,'and lots lots morel'
I have enclosed a screen dump
of the program rn action (at

work) as a gif file, which I tliink
Jochen can convert and in

clude in the magazine. Hope
tully you will like what you see
and take a irip to Dilwyn's web
site to download it. Remernber
this is a Windows program, not
a QL program
One problem that we had was
when someone in my user
group sorry, I can't remember
your name :o( - had fairly major
problems with the program I

was puzzled, but suggested
turning of f 'Active desktop
mode' rf it was turnEd on. This
cured all the problems. I have
also had problems at work with
olher prograrns (some mine
some Microsofts) with Active
Desktop and turing it off al-

ways fixed the fault I suggest
turning this option off !f you
have it on!

I hope vou will all forgive me for
taking up space in a QL maga
zine to discuss my latest
masterpiece, but it you ever
use a PC to do your down
loading etc, then why not give
this program a try you might
even like itl

I have deliberately NOT reviEd
my own program, just told you
enough to whet your appetite.
lf anyone wants to do a full

review then download the file
from Dilwyn {or Tcny Firshman's
web site) and use it. Then write
an article and send it to
Editor@QLToday.corn w here it
will be well received.
Once again, apologies to rea-
ders who don't want/like/need
to see anything at all about
other platforms in our maga-
zine.

$mall ads

For Sale
Holborn View QL Hardware Pricelist
Supergold card .. B0 pounds
Aurora 50 pounds

Qubide v2 00 . 50 pounds

SMSQ/I Gold 20 pounds

QXL1 BMB, in Fujitsu 486 DX250 PC with Bmb
ram, 270mb hard drive, built in PS2 mouse,
VGA graphics, 115200 serial port, Sernet to
38400 baud to Q40, QPC, 14'SVGA monitor
SMSQ operating system 100 pounds

SMSQ/E QXL version 20 pounds (upgradable
to GD2 drivers)
2 x Extended 4 QL emulator boards for Atari

STFM / Mega ST comes with bootup roms
20 pounds each
Minerva Mk ll vtr,97 12C bus runtime clock 10

pounds
2 x Conner 60mrb 2.5" hard drive l0 pounds

each
Seagate 120mb 2 5" hard drive . 15 pounds
- All prices are negotiable

lf interested please phone'
Work, 01773-852003 ext 271{A8,45- 17:00)

Home' 0Ill3-l41164 BBS' 01713-/41335
(fidonet 225031108J
email: derek"stewart@bgtransco.co.u k
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First of f this issue I think I

should explain the cryptic end
to the last column. I got as far
as the honourable mentions in

dispatched section and then
fell foul of the too many com-
puiers' syndrome. I had the
finished column on my laptop
but then sent the one on the
desktop machine which did not
have the last section on it.

Not only that but, being the
modest person that I am :-) I

did not read my own column in

the printed issue so I was very
puzzled by the various com
ments on the user group when
Norrnan asked why he got the
accolade.
So here, for those of you
gasping {or the final part, and,

of course, to give Norman his

due, is his Honourable Men
tron......

Last issue the accolade goes
to Norman Dunbar for a little
piece of code aptly called The
Stripper This actually runs
under Windoze (either 95 or
98) and can be used to extract
all of he control codes and
other lunk from a Quill file and
displaying it in plain old ASCII

format This is a very good ad-
drtion to the growing armoury
of files available to those who
use both the QL and other
systems and best of all lor
many of you rt is free. lt does
not have the facilities or flexi
bility that Geoff Wicks pro
grams have and it will only
convert files from Quill to ASCII

whereas Geoff's programs will
convert both ways and pre-

serve such things as under-
lining and bold/italic styling as

well as handling Text 87 and

Perfectron files.
None of this is in any way
meanl to detract lrom the ap
preciation of this prograrn. The
program comes as a zip fiie

which can be unzipped by the
standard Windoze programs. lt
is a fairly standard execulable
without any need for an instal-
lation program or other exter
nal support files. Once you
have unzipped rt all you have to
do is to double click the '-exe'

file and ofi you go lf you are a
QPC 2 user you can use the
QXLI/VIN fxplorer to take a file
f ronn your QXLWIN file and
save it somewhere on the
Windoze hard disk. Even if you
are not using QPC 2 you can
always use SMSQ/E (Now you
have to be using thatl) or
Discover to copy a Quill file
onto a PC Format disk. Once
you have opened the file in
'The Strippe r' the prograrn
goes to work removing the
codes and the text scrolls past
a a great speed - even on my
cranky old 233MHz laptop. The
resulting code is presented in a
format as good as the original
Quill document and can be
saved in plain text format ready
to be imported into a Windoze
Word processor:

The program has a number of
option rncluding the choice of
font for the text and the choice
of background colouring. All in

all thrs is a boon to people who
have only a QL at home and
want to take documents to
work all you need to do is to
install this little beauty 0n your
work PC and the text is there
ai your fingertips {so long as
you can write to PC disks that
rs)

The program also has a nice
line in saucy icons wrth a twist
in its tail

Norman said that he did this in

his lunch break at work rnay

be he should go on a diet and
produce a few rnore little gerns
like this

Normai Service Resumed
Right then, on to the business
in hand. A ccuple of new items
were announced on the user
group news list. The first rs a

new C comprler ported over
from the LII\UX plat{orm by
Richard Zidlicky This was the
source of f rantic activity by
sorne of the user group regu
lars. So far the lury is out about
this new addiiion to the C com
pilers armoury but, in the
ensuring debate a few people
seem to question its speed. I

still feel that a C compiled pro
gram is inherently slower than
a machine code one but saying
this always seems to create a

loud discussion.
Programmers on other plat-

forms use C a lot but then they
have oodles of excess proces-

sor speed and memory to
hand they don't really care
about making it too tidy. I am

no programrner so I cannot
speak for my own experience
but I would like to see more
native machine code sluff avai
lable for us. This, of course,
brings us to the problem of pro
grammers.
These days, it would seem, we
have a distinct lack of people
writing QDOS/SMSQ pro
grams. There is a lot of activity
going on porting programs and
utilities from other platforms

and I am in no way knocking
that but we also need to get
more programs written directly
for our own platform.
Don't get me wrong here there
is a lot of good work being
done, especiaily by people like
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Theirry Godef roy with his
excellent utilities and Micro-
f macs and by people like
Wolfgang Lenerz, Geoff Wick,
Rich Mellor; Simon Goodwrn
and George Gwilt among
others. There is. however; a

feeling around that we are mis
sing out and we shouid be able
to have rnore True, ihe PC has
all of the flash and verve that
our platform lacks but then it

has a multimrllion Ccllar industi'y
behind it. ln our case we have a

handful of dedicated program
rners and talented amateurs.

The Hardware Store
Right now the pace of hard
ware developments seems to
be overtaking the sof tware
one but that is probably more
down to a lack of a proper
framework tor the colour Poin
ter lnterface Nasta is bubbling
over with enthusiasm for the
Goldfire - so much so, in fact,
that we may have to pin him
down to stop him running into
too many redesigns and get
the prototype of{ the ground
and the Q40, in spite of its
teething problems, is proving to
be a very popuiar machine.
Of course all of this is for
nothrng it the software is not
there and that becomes increa
singly difficuli The things that
most people seem to want
involve some sort of commu-
nication with the outside world.
tven things as simple as printer
drivers are rnaking lite harder
and harder for the writers of
QL software as the manufactu-
rers put less and less software
hooks into their machines and
leave more of the functionality
to the C/S This wouid be OK if
they allowed the information
out freely but many of these
manufacturers want to keep
this all close to their chests
ln the course of my current job I

had to call a chip manufacturer
to ask about an l/O chip used

on a new PC motherboard and
they would not give me any
solid rnformation. Try buying a

new printer to use with your
QL and you will be amazed to
find out that there are very few
that will do the tob

lnk Squirters - again!
Even [pson have vory few
models which still have the vital
ESC/P2 driver interface (l was
recently told that the company
that makes Epson printers
made the first daisy wheel prrn-

ters and, when the dot matrix
first came out decided to call
the cornpanV Epson Son of
Electronic Printer - can anyone
confrrm this?)
There are currently only two
models of [pson Printers which
have the vital ESC/P2 drivers
The Stylus Colour 900 is one of
the better inkjets with an im
pressive speed and a very high
resolution All of the models be-
low this are driven by the ESC/P
raster driver which is wholly de-
pendant on the 0/S for its func-
lion. You may be interested to
hear that there rs also an

tPS0N laser printer with the
[SC/P2 driver the EPL N5700.
This is not too expensive (wellit
does have a recommended re
tail price of +VAI but you get it
cheaper than that) so if you
want a good qualily mono prin-

ter for your ProWesS output
then check this one oui. Don't
forget, though, that programs
lhat do not utilise the full pos-

sibilities of the ESC/P2 codes
will only produce an output simi-

lar to that of the driver you are
using, lf you are printing your
{iles from Quill, say and using
the FX B0 driver you will only
get an oulput based on the 24
pin driver not a good compro-
mise for a laser printer: Although
you can change a lot of the
attributes of the driver itself the
basic underlying code will only
give a 24 pin type resolution

Text 87
Text 87 does have a very good
dnver for lhe TPSON tSCiP2
drivers and, with this, you get a

very good selection of fonls.
There are, howeveI other pro

blerns which will come to light
more and more with Text 87.

When Fred Toussi wrote the
program (in 1987 believe it or
not) there was no such thing as
extended resolution so the pro
gram was stuck in 512 x 256
resolution. Later when the Atari

QL ernulators came out, he up
dated the program to allow the
use of the new high resolution
screens. \,'hen ihe Aiii'oi'a was
released a few years ago rt

brought another problem to
light. The way in which Text 87
calculated the screen size was
frne for both the Atari and QXL
emulators but fell over specta-
cularly when the new high
resolution Aurora screens ap-
peared Phil Borman popped up
and wrote a very neat patch to
allow Text 87 to run on the
Aurora so all was well bul, now
that the new colour drivers are

beginning to appear the pro-

blem is arising agarn.
There is not a problem with the
program's operation, as such, it
is just a display corruption but
that is just as bad as the
program not working at all lt
occurs because the old 'mode

4' resolution now only exists in

high resolution/high colour
mode. Mode B still exists but
this is not really use{ul for this
purpose,
There have been a couple of
suggestions on how to deal
with this problem The most ob
vious way to deal with it would
seem to be to get Fred Toussi

to re-wrrte the interface to use
the new drivers but this does
not seem to be happening so
we will have to fall back on a
di{ferent solution ln the ab-
sence of someone to write a
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patch for the prograrn what we
need is a special mode for lext
87 to run in. The obvious an-
swer is to get rid of mode I
because I am reasonably sure
that very few ol the people
who will be buying lhe new
versions of SMSQ/[ will either,
not be running mode B appli
cations or willing to give up this
option for a better; four colour:
high resolution mode 4 for the
programs that wiil not use the
newer modes This is some
thing that we need to address
as soon as possible.

How Soon \fle Forget
Another recent exchange on
one of the internet user group
lists was between Theirry
Godefroy and Jonathan Hud
son. Theirry was expressing
the view that UQLX was'full of
bugs' and Jonathan leapt tc rts

defence. As usual, in situations
like these, the old hobby
horses gel wheeled out for
jousting and the ef forts of
some people to extend the
basic QL's abilities came under
fire UQLX, like most of the free
QL emulators runs as a JM or
JS rom with the additional abilr'

ty io use the Toolkit 2 exten
sions if you can extract them. I

cannot say anything about
UQLX because I have no ex-
perience of it but I do know
that given the choice I would
always use SMSQ/E over any
other QL OiS
The issue arose when Theirry
sard that using the MAKE-DlR'
command in UQLX caused an

error Theirry said this was a
bug and Jonathan said that it
was not. As always it was a 'six

of one and half a dozen of the
other' situation The ability io
create subdirectories comes
not from the Toolkit 2 routines
but from the extended level 2
drivers that appeared on the
later versions of the liump

Card and the ATARI emulators
It has existed and been part of
our environment for so long
that rnost of us have forgotten
where it came trom and when it
arrived The ironic thing is that
there is a bug in UQLX which
also relates to ihe same area
and this argument between
two QL giants pinpointed it.

The other day I had to set up a
machine for a QL user who
was really still rn the Quill and
Archive slage of life. I was
amazed how much I had {or"
gotten about the programs I

had started out with

Honourable AAentions
in Dispatches
This issue the accolade goes
to someone whose work you
all have yet to see The only
evidence that it exists at all is
an emall sent to the user group
on the internet a few weeks
ago. Jonathan Dent has sent
the first email to be generated
on a native QL with its own
TCP/IP stack. This may not look
that momentous I grant you but
it will open the door io many
Qlers who want internet
access. These are just the first
steps but rn my opinion, very
important ones and very
deserving of this issue's
accolade.
Once the TCPiIP stacks are
released to the public we can
get to work on a dedicated
Emarl client and possibly a web
browser Fmail ability should be
very easy and I believe that
Jochen has suggested that QD
could torm the basis of the

package for this but web brow
sing is more problematrc. There
are still many hurdles to be
overcome before we are all

online with our QLs and for
many of users it will mean
investing in a superHerrnes and
maybe a Super Gold Card (if

you can get one) but this was
'one small text message for a

man - one giant Quantum Leap
for QLers.

Apology
Finally an apology lor the
shortness of this colurnn this
issue. The problem was partly
that I had to get it done before
lnnhnn cnl nr,{ ln- +hn l+^li^nJ\r\,r tqr r Jgt \_/ur tut i.t tc ttdtidt I

show by car and partly dr.re to
the fact that my wife is now
just over six months pregnant
with our new daughter (yes we
opened our Christmas pre

sents early and looked at the
pictures), ln her current 'large'

condition she cannot do too
much so I am doing a lot of
'domestic stuff', By the time the
next magazine comes out we
should be a bigger family and
rny wife back to her sylph like
tigure,

Editor's finalword
You may wonder about the fact
that Roy pinpointed most of the
issues which matter to many
Qlers now-and that we alrea-
dy mentioned many of them in

other articles in this issue of QL
Today.

We must be psychics, because
Roy did not know any of the ar-
ticles (neither the contenls, nor
the subjects) which you frnd in

this issue - or alternatively and
more likely - we all think about
ihe current problems and their
solutrons. We can't solve all of
them immediately, but YOU may
be able to help e g. by dealing
with the printer situation.
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Look what I just discovered on ihe
EPSON \iVebsitel A brandnew modell
With a resolution of 2BB0 dpi, a prin

ting speed of up to nearly 12 pages
per minute (b/w) and a price oi yes
you read correctly - about t130, is

there anything else you can wish?
Yes, of course, we would like rt to sup-
port full FSC/P2, EPSON may have
heared our wishes it does say on
the website and on lhe fact sheet
that it supports ESCIP2 What surpri-
ses me a bit is, that it only supports 2
bitmap fonts and one (scaleable) so
it has to be ESC/P2, but with a limited
range of fonts. Anyway, this is pretty
good news because we should be
able to connect it to the QL and use it
with Quill, graphics programs etc
without the need to change the driver
However this does still mean, that an

[SC/P2 Raster driver would be more
than useful tool

To m[[ readersn show ergemf,seffs, authors!
Flease Xmform {ls as soon as possibXe ahoaxt forthesrnirag &L shows
nex& year. The earlier we can inform 6ur x'eaders, &ke betten
T&re deadlines have mowed xmone and rn&re towands pr$ntf;mg time -

&his puts a lot of additioraa] om me, it rea]Xyn does, To tnelp aNs f;n

provfiding you with this rnagazine with the sam€ quality and to make
s&!re we €aa"? deX&ver &L TCIday to yoer fim tXsme, &hem pX-epE"g tny &o send
matenial &o the editors as sCIon as Bossib&e,


